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PROF. MIBROOM IS
CLAIM CLERK IN
AUDITOR'S OFFICE
Paducah Citizen Lands Fine
Position Under New State
Administration—David Red-,
den Slated For Excellent'
Berth.
ALL PLEASED WITH WILLSON
Padusehans, who have return's!
from Frankfort, where they attended
the inauguration of Governor A. E.
Wiesen, say the change of adminis-
tration is welcomed by Republicum
and Democrats alike, and predict un-
expected hat-worry between the ed-
minietratios and the legislature this
winter. Willson made an excellent
Menet:atoll on everybody, and ip
Louisville they regard him as one of
the strongest men in the state, mor-
ally- and intellectualle, and a pure
pat riot.
• --Mete in Franefort Prof. George
0. McBroont received the pleasing
easy/Ince that he is to be chief
claim clerk in the office of State Au-
ditor-elect James, begineeug Janeary
5. This is one of the best offices in
that department. It pays a good
salary and brings the ineambent in
contact with people from all sections
of Kentucky. Professor SteBroorn
will not take his famety_eo_Frankforle
until spring in a41 probability.
David Redden., of Murray, it is nn-
derstoed, will get a good berth In
the department of agriculture.
DEMOCRATS MEET
Washington, b. C., Dec. 12.--Den-
ver, Chicago. Louisville, St. Paul Red
Atlantic City are candidates for the
next Dernocratic convention. At 2
o'clock this &Berme re Pea was taken
until 1, when the executive seseion
will be-beld to vote on' the city.
Mail Order House In Bad.
Des Moes, Dec. 12 --Sears, Koci-
-ewe & company, of Chicago, meet
atueei trial in federal court here on
the charge of using the malls to de-
fraud. It is alleged they misrepre-
sented artkes listed In their cata-
logue. The Dee Moines Retail Gee_
eerie aesoceltion !mitigated the in-
vestigaLon.
Baby Drowned--elother Arrested.
Grand Rapids, Mich., rs-e. 12.—
Mrs. Norris Newton, until recently
Frances Titus. was arrested eaharged
with infanticide. Iter Want • Was
found drowned in the river. Her
husband committed Feticide sbortle
before his wife was arrested.
Powers Case.
Georgetown, Ky., Dec. 12.-- (Site-
cial.)—Judge Morris refuses to give
:the defense longer than this afternoon
to get witnesses- to conaradiet the
testimony of Youteey on certain
paints. During the evidence this
morning witnesses brought out a dif-
ference its the treatment of Youteay
and Howard in the penitentiary. The
Geffen coutempt writ was dismissed.
fAL UMADE WITH 'TRKEYPUT JEWS IN PALESTINE.i
New York, Dec. 12.—The Federa-
tion of Aneetcan Zionists received
., today a report of eruccessful negotia-
J dons by Herr Wolifsohn, of Cologne,
J leader of the Zionist movement, with
Turkish officials an Constantinople,
looking to the restoration of. the Jew-
ish people in Palestine.
Bored Into Wind.
Jackson, Tenn., Dec. 12.—While
boring a well on the D. .I. Bennett
farm, the augur after positing through
sense hard clay, struck a vateurn at a
depth of 135 'feet said a strong roar-
ing wind came out, blowing .sand.
some papers of a citizen of Jackson,
J. Ia. Sbelton and e glove. The owner
of the farm had aefew nights ago
dreamed that part of his term
sunk He became alarmed end 11,,
moved off of It. The wind centime
to 'Ague from the wee and has caused
a sensation in the committee.
OIL MAN SUWIDED.
l'ullindoesslike Methods of 14tandarn
Lie Said Broke Him.
Washington, Dec. 12.-1"re/trends
S. Nicol*. formerly a prosperous In-
tiepenslettt oil dealer In this city,
drank laudanum today and died
shortly afterwards. He }eft letters
Indicating that he had since last
Atigliteconerseplated suicide on ac-
count of Ons.ncial domestic trotibtea.
attrileitel his financial' rnisfor-
teue. te  tee_ "uelemeneeteli mirthedri
of the Standard Oil eoin'eany."
he deolared bed left him penniless
He and his wile had esparated.
. ,
Roosevelt Announces That He Will
Not Accept Nomination For Third
Term Under Any Circumstances.
SEEKS INFORMATION.
12.—The
Nemec. nilopted a resolution,
calling on the administration for
intorination, regarding the Ire.
cent monetary relief measures.
DARKNESS ADDS
TO TROUBLE AT
GOLDFIELD NEV.
Goldfield. Doc. 12.e--Members of
the Inteetrical Workers,' U111011 struck
today. The city will be dark tonight.
The men quit just after the cembina-
eon im.141 of the Consolidated and
Florence mines and the Nevada Gold-
field reduction works resumed tmor-
ationa.
Each worker had one guard with
him when he went to work today.
Altogether 150 men went to work.
A curious crowd was warded away
and there wee no trouble. The sheriff
fears this night, without the city
lighted. He says dynamite may be
exploded in the mines. He said he
weakistit be surprised to find some
one opposed to the union miners put
-arinerirtm---rn me hatriere.' The eller lel-
cal workers (Kit because wages were
decreased. The Hee company fee
uisheel the mining power.
DIKN E EN URGES le20,090.000
BONDS FOR THE WATERWAY.
Effingham, III., Dec. 12.--Gov-
ernor Deneen and party arrived here
today over the Indianapolis Southern
front Newton and was met by a barge
dole/Peon and was at *env driven to
the eou•rt house, where a large audi-
ence awaited him.
De Used the voters to pewee the
Phit beetle; _te'etite are Dion bones
for the deep vercterway ethenie.
argued that this vast amount rouel
be. paii front renLats of the water
power aiong the line of way.
Csorernor Deneen- also spoke at
Salem aud.Newton.
FISH DISCOVERS
PLOT TO HOLD HIM
UNTIL ELECTION
a. New York, Dec. 12.—The World
today states that Stuyvesant Fish's
emblen departure for Chicago last
eight was due to his discovery of a
plot to hold him in New York until
after the election of directors of the
Illinois Central raeroad. which takes
place December IS in Chicago. Ac-
cordine to this story, Mr. Fish die-
covered that a process, server wee
looking for him with a Ruh/Keine to
appear as a witness In a case now on
trial te White Peeler. This ease, it
Is Sated, will require several week.
to try and attenclanice would prevent
Mr. Fist going to Chicago and voting
the many proxies which are in his
name and which -he must vote per-
sonalty. The fact that the subpoena
had been issued, the story says, be-
came known by accident to one of
Mr. Fiat's friends, who at once tele-
phoned him. Thereupon Mr. Fish
and his secretary Were rushed to Jer-
rie)" City ferry and caught a train. for
Chicago. It is said they went without
baggage. It has been arrnounced that
Mr.' Fish, would not go .to Chicago
until a day or two before the meet-
ing.
dna.
THE WEATHER.
locreitsiiis4 elotolini,is 1111,1 nanny,.
tonight.  with rnin_fiti west tier? ton re-
d:4 warmer. Hrightest
temperature yemterdAy 101100 :41. 1.011 is. D4,1'. 12..-. Wheat.
y 341. .orn, eel. oats, 54.
Had Only Waited For Official
Call for Republican National
Convention to Make Public
Statement of His Position.
Wash ingtou, Dec. 12_
Roosevelt will not be a vandidate fir
a third term. All doubt on this
point was last night dispelled by au-
thoritative statements front the white
house that Roosevelt still adheres to
the declaration of renunciation made
on the night of the election throe
years ago'. In a statement leaned the
president says he has not (hay god
and shall not change the deelsion
communicated to the American people
in 1904. It appears that President
Roosevelt had been awaiting the call
for the Republican national conven-
tion to afford. a proper opportunity for
making his poetion reser and uunem-
talcable, thus leaving thg field clear
for Fairbanks. Taft, Cannon, Knox
Foraker and other declared or pros-
pective candidetes for the Republican
nomination.
In view of the issuance of the call
of the Republican national committee
for the convention, the preektent
makes the following statement:
night after the eiection I
made ,the following announeement:
"I am deeply 'isensible of the honor
done me by the American people In
thee expressieg +hear eceredeneereer
what I have done and have tried ti.
do. I appreetate to the full solemn
responsibility of this, confidence im-
posed upon me, and I shall do ali
that in my po;lier Ilea not to forfek it.
On the fourth of March next I shall
have served three and a half yearn
sad this and throe and a half years
oonetitute my first term. The wise
custom white limits the president to
two terms regards the /substance ans
not the form. melee no ctreumstancem
Will I be a candidate fot: or accept
another term.
"I hive. teatf'haliged and shall no,.
change the tk.ciision thus' anomearecl."
Bryan Not Surprised.
Lineoln Neb., Dee. 12 --Mien tole
last night that President Roosevelt
had made a poeltive declaration (has
he will net be a ean lidate for the
third term, W. J. Bryan expressed no
surprise. He declared the position of
'he president vies as he expect
Dry= said:
"I have assumed from the begin
ning that President Roosevelt would
not be a candidate. The statement
he issued the night of the election
left no room for a misunderstanding.
-end I have felt that his friends were
loing him an fetus-dee in the siege's-
Lion that ho would change his pose
tion on the subject."
How It Is Accented.
Washington, Dec. 12.--Managers
of presidential booms today say
Roosevelt's announcement. reiterat-
ing his election night declaration,
was what was expected and now the
field is cleared for anybody to go
ahead and win.. Some say Clayton's
anti-third, tent resolution is respote
Beale for the statement. Others have
different opinions. The general
opinion is that Fairbanks' and Cor-
telyou's chances have been bettered.
HUNT MURDERER
Ship Caulkers' union, Local No. 39.
probably will take an active hand in
running down the sayer of George
Ferrell, whose dead body wae found
in a skiff along the Miselesippi river.
They are now waiting the result of
the inquest. There le little doubt the
man was murdered. Dr. Harry W11-
liantson was asked to look at the,
body this morning before the emeriti
to note the nature of the wound on
the head.
VISITED SCENE (W MINE
HORROR IN W. VIRGINIA.
Mrs. Addle Thompson and'claughi
ter. Miss Ellen. of 1314 Trimble
street, have returned from a visit to
relatives in Marion county, West
Virginia, the county in ehice the
areat mine disaster occurred' last
week. They did not visit the scene
of the explosion, but report the coun-
ty torn with distress over the acci-
dent.
New York, Dec. 12.—The direct-
ors of -the Western Union Telegraph
ronapariy today declared a quarterly
dividend of 1 te per cent, payable in
stock of 'tee company. The company
has $2,620,0011eaf inaleencia stock and
the dividend will be paid by issuance
cif this stork to the amount required.
Grain Morke
'GRAVES COUNTY'S
PLANTERS READY
TO MOVE OWN CROP
Mr. 4`sher Calls Meeting and
Asks That 100 Farmers Put
$.100 Apiece in Pool to Start
Fund of Association to Fin-
ance Its Business.
ADV.% xcEmENT ON DELIVERY
Mayfield, Ky., Dee. 12 (Special.)
—The Graves coupty dark tobacco
men are adopting beans to rueet the
dillioutty experienced In handling
the crop, on &coolant of the lack of
cash. J. W. Usher has asked let)
farmers to meet next Monday at the
court house in this city, with $104)
each, making a hind of /10,000, to
he used by the aesociation. Custom-
arily 'the warehousemen secure funds
from the banks on warm house re-
ceipts and advance the farmers 64)
per cent ott their crops. This year
the necessity of banks retaining their
cash until the money market eases
up, has crippled the association, in
this respect.
In his letter Mis. Usher says:
"1 have recently attended a
meeting of the board of directors of
the Dark Tobacco association, where
much business was transacted. A
schedule of prices was made. Lugs
_rangs-fmax-424.444,--4.44
$10 to $25 for IN) pounds.
"[everything is going our way ex-
cept the flurry which has prevented
our storage min from advancing 60
per cent on tobacco delivered to the
preen: The banks have teen drain-
ed of their cash and are not able to
help US much until tee!, can collect
up their loans.
"I want 10e) farmers to meet me
In Mayfield on the third Monday in
December, at the court house at 11
o'clock with $100 in cage each, to he
deposited in some hank that- thee
may select. to be usisL_only for ad-
vancem.-nt out totraeco, to bear tater-
est from date of +Toga.
-This will give us the fund, of
%tech will soon mart the
ball to rolling The tenet: have mom
led to aid us as soon as poessitres. I
am ready with my $1104)e•
_
CHARGE AGAINST
M. P. LINES ARE
WITHOUT GROUNDS
Washington, Dec 12—From In
formation developed by the Second
assistant poetinaster general in in-
vestigating the National Association
of Railway Trainmen's c-oroplaint
against the Missouri Pacific. it has
been decided that the charges will
be ignored. The complaint alieged
the road had but 2050 miles of safe
track. Second Assistant MoCleary
said: "I find the Missouri Pecific
doesn't appear to have paid the de-
partment more than about ,$lnin
monthly in fines for delays in trans-
mitting mails. This is about the
averake most roads pay. I don't
think it justifies action on our
part."
Troop, Sent Home.
Frankfort, Ky., Dec.
ciate—Mott Ayres is been to confer
with the governor. Eairiington troops
were telegraphed to go home. The
belief is that the danger is passed
for the preetint.
MEAT MARKET ROBBED
The Ideal meat market at 515
&roadway was bergierized last night,
$5.68 being taken from the cash
register. The thief entered the place
through the rear window and left
through the bade doer, elder was
unlocked front the inside. None of
the goods In the (establishment was
misted.
SILER CHAIRMAN
RAILROAD BOARD
NEXT TWO YEARS
Nervousness Pervades Tobacco
District and County Seats are
Watching For the Night Riders.
Report Current That Hopkins-
ville Had Been Destroyed by
Avenging Band and Anony-
mous Letters are Received.
Nervousness is the predominating
syentgem of the condition in the black
tobacco° patch, and the tremors have
been communicated from Trigg and
Caldwell counties, across two !arose
rivers into the western district. Ful-
ton', Mayfield and Murray, it is re-
ported, were anticipating a visitation
last night, but not a sign of a night
rider was in evidence, Murray heard
that the "Trigg County Regulators"
had been crossing the Tennessee
river in squads for two days and were
advaacing on Callowey's capital.
Guards were out, but they saw noth-
ing.
Mayfield offerer saki they ,had re-
ceived warnings and were prepared
to give unwelcome visitors a hot re-
ception.
Exciteetent has died down in Pa-
decah. This city is io00 well guarded
to be surprised.
tBut everybody is interested In the
subject of night riders. and The Sun.
which has been the only local weer
giving the people information on the
subject, was besieged this morning
with telephone calla from this and
neighboring towns, inquiring about
e report that the Christian county
court house and other public build-
ings in Hopkinsrille had been de-
stroyed. A query to Hopkineville
elicited the information that the long
distance lime tito that city were kept
busy all morning by people outside.
asking about the trouble, which did
not occur.
At Murray.
Several citizens of Murray who
were in the city last night say that
genie alarm was felt there over the
reports that Trigg county farmers
were erasing the Tennessee river
in small squads and were mobiheing
In the Tennessee river hills near Pine
Bluff. Extra guards were placed on
dety at the tobacco warehouses last
eight. The military company at Mur-
ray has been ingetered out of the
service, aithotech the equipment is
atill there and a request may be made
of the governor to allow the guns to
be distributed. among citizens, who
would be deputized to use them.
At Mayfield there is also Boma
alarm-and guards have been placed at
the warehouses in case of emergency.
It is said that warning letters have
been received by the head's of the
warehouses that an attempt 'Joule
be made to burn them.
A number of warning letters were
received by the mayor and other oft-
dais at Fulton from points in Ten-
nessee, where, it Is said. feeling Is
high, that an attack would be made
upon the.Aendent warehouses at
Fulton, if they not stop buying
tobacco.
At HopkInsellle,
Hopkineville, Ky., Dec. 12.--(Spe-
cfale—All Hopkinsvale slept with
one eye open last night. anticipating
a return of the night riders to avenge
the dearth of their member, and 150
armed citizens patrolled the streets
until midnight when the Darlington
militia company, ordered out by Gov-
ernor Weisel, arrived. There was
no demonstration and nothing to In-
dicate the presence of a disorderly
element. It had been reported that
the night riders were coming.
At Fulton.
Fulton, Ky., Dec. 12.—(Special.)
—Nem/Tours anonymous letters re-
ceived here yesterday caused the au-
thorities to suspect a visitation of
night riders from over the Tennessee
border, and preparations were made
to receive them, but nothing hap.
penal.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND- DOI4LARS, AND
THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS IN CASH
Will Be Paid I Int Here by Ill-
inois Central Railroad Next
Saturday and Placed in Cir-
culation.
HeTe Is good news for the user-
chants arid the Illinois Central rail-
road employes—the railload com-
pany has made the same arrange-
ments with the local banks that they
did last month to take care of their
payroll. All checks will be paid 34.0
per cent in cash and the balance in
script checks of the railroad com-
pany.
The payroll of the company for
this month will apperoxitnate Wee
04)4) and this means that $3e,000 In
outside cash will be brought Into the
city. The pay car erre', a and will
pay off some time Saturday, and the
checks will be cashed Saturday and
Monda, with some of the banks
keeping open Saturday night for the
accommodation of their customers.
After the pay day last month the
Broadway merchants reported the
biggest two days' business in their
history, and optimists are expecting
a repetition lhes thenth. With the
money put into circulation by the
railroad and the $100,000 that will
have been paid out by the last of
the week for tobacco, money should
he "easy" in west Kentueky.
BARN BURNED AT TILINE
Snrithlanid, Ky.. Dec. 12.—(epe-
cial.)—Spite work is considered re
sponsible for an incendiary fire, which
destroyed the stock barn of P. A.
Smith at Tiline, near the Crittenden
and Leon county lines, last night.
The barn, which contained mows full
of bay and 900 buseele of cern,
horned about 8:30 o'clock. The loss
was covered by $1,000 insurance.
REVOLUTIONISTS KILLED
Sofia, Bulgaria, Dec. 12.—Boris
Sarafoff and Gavonoff. Macedonian
revolutionary leaders, were ILRORS-
Anat ed last night by .Maeecionlans
karafoff is supposed to be the kid-
napper of Miss Stone..
RICHLY DRESSED
WOMAN ENDS LIFE
IN FOREST PARK
St. Louis. Dee. 12.—Richly dress-
ed and bedecked with jrwelry and
diamonds valued at Wee Mrs.
Frances Sawyer, whose mother is
Mrs. 0. L. Currier of Beatrice, Neb.,
was found dead In 'Forest park today
Her blistered lips showed she had
taken carbolic add. She came here
recently. tette) ILI known about her
it the home where she lived.
Pot of Tar Cause Fire.
A kettle of tar, which workmen
were preparing to put on a stable in
the rear of Dr. I.. D. Sondes' resi-
dence, 316 South eixth street. boiled
over and caught fire this morning,
causing an alarm to be turned in to
the central station. The truck was
sent out and the fire extinguished
before any damage was done.
CITY MARSHAL HURT
Metropolis, Ili Dec. 12. (Special)
—City Marshal James Munal fell
while going up his steps, breaking
three ribs and his shoulder blade.
He Is in a serious condition,
LOVE SUFFERS FROM BURNS
PRESIDENT GOES
TO BID FAREWELL
TO FLEET MONDAY
Dramatic Scene Will That Be
When Mayflower Floats into
Hampton Roads and Presi-
dential Salute is Fired as
Ships Pass Ont.
LONGEST VOYAGE ON RECORD
Washington, D. C., Dec. 12.—On
board hIn yacht Mayflower, the presi-
dent will on next Monday formally
bid Godepeed to the men and reseals
of the American navy to make the
iongeet trip ever undertaken by a
fleet of battleships. The president
will arrive at Ham-pton Roads at 8
o'clock Monday morning amid will find
the vessels of Admiral Deane' fleet
drawn up in the formation which will
be observed during the long cruise
The battleship Connecticut and her
ister ship, the Lotrisiana, will have
their noses pointing toward the bay,
and strung out behind them will be
the other fourteen ships.
The Mayflower will enter the read-
stead and steam down between the
battleships, Whose formation will, be
a double row. Each vessel will fire
the presidential salute of 21
After the Mayflower has corns' to an-
chor. Admiral Evans, the commanders
-of the eartona Meteor* and the cap-
tains of the battleships will then
gather on board the precedent's yacht
and pay their esparto to Mr. Rose'-
volt, who will make an address. This
address is expected to be a memora-
ble one, as the occasion will be in.
tensely dramatic and the stage set-
ting splendid. Whether this cere-
mony is to take piece In the cabin o(
the Mayflower or on the deck has not
yet beets determined, but it has-been
seggested that It would be far room
impressive and effective if It was car-
ried out vrithig sight of the 15.000
men who are to make the crutee.
It 4e belies,* that the preatasat.
while carefully avoiding anything
that might test to disturb the els.
Lions of the United States with any
other (-misery, will take opportunity'
of pressing home to officers anti men
the importance of being always in
readinees to -meet any emergency
Admiral Evans said 'recently in a
speech at a banquet in Ni'w York
that he did not know whether the
Ng fleet was going to the Pacific for
a feast. a fight or a frolic., hut
whatever it was, the American nave
would acquit Reel creditable
The president's words to the offi-
cers fettled, they will return to their
ships, the colors will be dipped „and
presidential salute fired, and the -great
hulks of steel will weigh anchor and
turn their noses toward the Atlantic
on their long Voyage to Sam Fran.
else°.
Henry Clay Love the -lunatic, who
set fire to his mattress in the county
Jail Sunday, Is suffering great teain
from the burns he reeelaasd on he
hands and face, and it is feared that
serious 'results may follow. An at-
tendant from the asylum is expected
today to take Love to Hopicinevills.
It is still that be has -been in the
asylum before.
My, How Nice.
Washington, Dec. 12.—Clayton,
Democrat, and author with anti-third
term resolution, today introduced a
resolution in the house, rongratulata
ing the country upon the declina-
tion of the president to run far ane
other term.
Mrs. Longworth All Right.
Washington, Dec. 12.—Surgeo0
General Rixey, of the navy, an-
nounced at 11:30 an operation on
Mrs. Nicholas Longworth for appene
dieters, performed by Dr. Phinrrey, of
Batt I Mime. today, bad been performed
successfully. He said her conditioci
is satisfactory'.
STRICT ENFORCEMENT
Of Prohibition Law in State of Iowa
Will lk. Insisted On,
Des Moines. Ia., Dec. 12.—Attor-
ney General Byers today notified the
county attorneee of every county fa
Iowa that he will Insist on a strict
enforcement of the Martion Msic
prohibition law. His orders apply to
tese cities and towns In Iowa welch
do not live up to the closing law.
BRISTOL'S NAME WITHDRAWN,"
His Prosecution of Land Fraud Cased
Not Satisfactory.
Washington, Dec. 12,7--It was an-
nounced at the department of Justice
today that, the nomination of Waltam
C. Dnietol, Disked States attorney for
BEGIN SURVEY TUESDAY 
Oregon. *bleb had been sent to the
senate, would he withdrawn, in Re.
eordence with the department* sic.
Mayfield. Ky., Dec. 12.—It Is ex- ommendatien to the president's an-
pected that active work will begin nouneement says:
ono (be electric railway between May-
McKnight Released, field and Paducah at an early date.
-.Louisville, Ky., Dec. 1:.—(Spe- The franchise for its entrance has
Frankfurt. KY.-, Dec. 12.----(Bne- cial.)--Banker J. M. MoKalget, men- been granted by the Paducah council
--After wittetsteetfd ettigtaun„oLsemitgUxr-i14,1Ludvat _94 9444161...wiwax-stiu betila tar
Use renroad ronWis -kin. He Will' wrecking the German, Natkmal ha e ratite by Tueeflayi, j. NV:
serve two yewre and then Tarlton. will here, was Oven his Liberty from the iftanut, of the city, and (1141e of the pro-
get the place. 'Atlanta vessiteatiart. ars11114poters, levee this intatinallon.
"Me. Bristol's course with refer.
ence to land fraud Pere,'liiiettarn
Oregon has been u neat lefact (try to
the department, anal the ar tton of the
deelletenere a A. to thitrirert *Rd to
the /attitude Wean by Mr. Bristol In
some ‘reeent telegTaphic correspond-.
ence iti the depaement."
•
TWt1 e THE PADUCAH EVENTNG SUN THURSDAY, DF.CEMBEIS IS.
PISO'S CURE
Your LSO IS at 3111101Ps
or
A)
tri
(-4
All Vroggiats 25 Cents
f 'COUGHS,....COLDS
Stawkeless Coal.
Consul William J. Pike, writing
from Kehl, German), says that a Lon
dolt Inventor reports that he has dis-
covered a procees for producing
estilikelees cous at a low temperaturollicetnen are eleraping at the four fire
this. after nitrations is said to de-letatione. Rifles and ammunition
have heed distributed to these places
for use by the firemen and patrol-
men and every other pretiaration
made 'to resist an attack
SUN'S "BEAT"
BORNE OUT BY ATTITI'DE OF
POLICE DEPARTNIENT.
Day Men on Duty at Fire Stations
auad Extra \len Are
" Detailed.
As toidreigtusively in The Sua last
— Monday, every pieparatiou haus been
made to give she "night Ideei" that
might attempt to ciente to Paducah a
War in receiat ion. Ret ra poileemen,
heavily armed, are guarding the to-
bacco warehouses while the day po-
WAR a brilliant subetanee, the heat-
lag properties of which are far greater
Ow those of the original coal, and
which is absolutely free from smoke
Sea dirt. The inventor coittends that
efforts to overcome the smoke plague
have hitherto been unsuccessful, be-
cause they base been made in the
wrong direction, and that by the ex-
traction of the smoke producing mat
terSal in cote before burned he haa
twee successful in producing a smoke-
h coal. Sir \V. B. Richnionr, presi-
dent of the Society for the Prevention
of Smoke, has bought the Invention
Unfortunately. those who turn on
the light are not always those who
ale handles( with the firehriee.—Rich-
mond Tiniess-Dispeteb.
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
to have a suit Made
to order for
$25.00
SOLOMON
The Tailor.
Oil Moot 1016-11 113 S, Burt St
The policemen have Instructions
to watch all suspicious charactere
aud to di/operate any crowd that ap-
pears to befa gathering :a plan riot.
Tuesday night several strangers were
noticed together near a • suburban
grocers'. Two patrolmen who chat:. --I
to be pawing gave the awn re.
to "move on" which they promptk.
without argument.
The policemen on duty at the tio
station will answer all fire al-a's
with the firemen until the te,
is all ()Raised in the dark tobacco
trtct.
SH1,11.TON W CARRIED
UNDER STACK OF DRIFT
Mr. J. W. Shelton, a carpeue
who lives on Kincaid street in M.
it hank-shoes, narrowly ese:i
d [-owning yesterday by falling 0 ,
a boat and floating underneath a pie
of tirlfi. Mr. Shelton was rowing in
Island creek, when the boat over-
turned and he was' Thrown into the
water Mr. Shelton reached the
bank un-aided, but was so exhausted
that he was carried home by pass-
ersby. who heard his call while-In
the water. He is a brother of Con-
stable A. C. Shelton.
TAFT MEN FOR AARILY MEETING
Want Republican Convent am in Ohio
SIN SOOD AS !sealable.
casinos's. 0., Dec. II.-----A. I.
Va:as, manager of the-Taft presidene
Handsome Holiday
Novelties in
KEISER
CRAVATS
Fabrics Specially
Woven.
Approp6ate Cravats
for Winter are nar-
row folded squares
.in ricb qualities. set-
effects, in various
tones of reds,
browns and
purples-
Keiser -Bouathes
st spies in black.
white.plasa colors awl
figures- also white or
black for eveniag dress,
I.... own Ss isles Weato-s Imo
aossio. •11•11111141111•10 STYLI
I,: special holiday hoxes
,i0c to $3 50
y • okapilif
E -.Tr 05
&meow
esuanto 064
Your (lathier for :19 Years.
of iii iiiende on :lie iommittee voted
for Chioago, some for Kansas City
and vont* for Denver."
Chairman Brown, Of the Republi-
can state central committee, said lige
the committee wou:d be called to
meet early in January to fix the time
for the primaries and the date-and
place for holding he convention.
Both will probably be held In Feb-
every.
Pre-Hi.toric Find.
The PaS Mall Gazette reports that
Miners excavating near Starunia made
nisi canvass, when asked about the as interesting prebietorre find in the
l'owing Ohio convention and pal- remains of a mammoth in ear-elem.
'Retries to select delegate* said: state of preservation. The portions
"1 have repeatedly said that "raft's dug out include two teeth, ell feet in
friends desire ae early a convention length, but in five or six pieces; paw
as possible. Of course, there shouldisbones, parts of the vertebral column
be a primary election for the toelee- and three or four yards of hisir,..upota
tion of delegates." , which the hair is still fresh, joints
As to the (selection of Chicago as and other bones, and one foot of the
the place for holding the national
convention, Mr. Voras said: "The
tight on the Mace for the ociaweatitia
was between cities. Taft's friends
were indifferent, to the place and
contest, S.0n10
aninial. This remurrInabla state -ok
preservation In which the skeleton
was footed Is attributed to the fact
that the soil in the district is per-
meated with mineral oils, earth. wax
:1'10 us-'
IN THE CHRISTMAS' f STOCKING
Put a Pair 
American Lady or American Gentleman Shoes
$3, $3.50, $4 $3.50, $4.00, $5.00
That would be an eminently sensible gift to makeand one which would assuredly give pleasure to the re-cipient. Or perhaps you would like to put your own‘:"Christmas stocking" into a pair of them. That -would
4-- be a mighty nice Xmas treat for your feet for both Ameri-can Lady and American (ientleman Shoes lre famous fortheir-easy fitting qualities and graceful lines.
Wi are showing a splendid variety of refined shapes
in all t5-e popular leithers.
American Lady 5ho,s
$3. $3.50, $4
American Gentleman Shoes
$3.50, $4.00, $5.11
Lendler & Lydon
RN Patios% 675. fri 309 Broadway
EAGLES ELECT -
.HiSEPH DEsBERGER ('ROSEN
WORTH% PRESIDENT.
offieera Will Be Installed Formally
First Meeting Night in Jan.
uary.
The Fraternal Order of Eagles held
he annual election of ()Memo last
night at Eagles' hall. Those elected
were: Past weirthy president, T. Li.
ilat:•*Sison;- worthy president, Joseph
la-sberger; worthy vlee-presIdent,
Harry Lloyd; worthy chaplain, Rob-
ert ,Wathen; worthy sevretary, Don
P. Marton; worthy treasurer.
B. Gott; outside guard, °war Den-
ker; trustees, Jetties Seg'enfeiter,
Claude Porter; Inside guard, Harry
Cooper. The new officers ell; be In-
stalled the first meeting night in Jan-
uary.
Masons Meet Tomorrow.
The IPlain City 'lodge No. 449 of
Masons will meet in special IONSVItiOh
tomorrow night for the purpose of
conferring -the degree of entered ap-
prentice upon three candidates.
(LEAN POLITICS IS DEMA SHED.
Illinois Grange Calls on Me1111.)en1 to
Supper's.; Corruption.
Joliet, III., Dec. 12.--Resolutions
cal:ing upon the tnenfitens of the or-
ganitaition in Illinois to "Do all they
in to put down tiribery, corruption
lid trickery in politke, to see that
••ne but competent, faithful and
ones( risen sedge will attend undinch-
_gay by our.intereets are noniinatssd,
aud to carry out the principles of th
order" were adopted at the thirty-
sixth annual meeting of the State
Grange of Illinois that began its ses-
sions In this city today. The *Douai
address of the worthy master, Oliver
Willies. reviewed the work of the or-
galsieatton during the past year.
"Our order " as td, he, "Stands for
the improvement of the home, the
farm, the school and society and for
the upbeat:lime sitaftelettlisrm' -
operation In selling as well as buying
can readily. be made to increase the
profits of the farm."
The only open meeting of the three
days' serration was held last night at
the Atiditorium. Addressee of wel-
come were made by Mayor Cronin
and Anton &heater
IN METROPOLIS
A little ehild belonging to Mr anti
Mrs, liaakins in East .Metropolis,
has diphtheria,
The infant (sou of Mr. and Mrs.
Ore Smith died Sunday of scarlet
lever and was buried Monday,
Mrs. Charles Gebaurer and her
mother, Mrs. Lawrence, are visiting
relatives near Gokonda.
Mrs' Bettie DaVie of East Metrop-
olis, has been adjudged insahe.
Benjamin Schroeder and Ives Tune
are building bosses in Reaps.
John Kraper, of Paducah, visited
hip daughter, Mrs. Will May, Sun-
day.
Miss Vera Mulkey is
Mrs. Wilson, of Mound City, Is
visiting her son, Ed Wilson.
Mrs. Mary Hart has returned
home to Mound City after a few
days' visit to her mother. Mrs. True
Leflingwell
Guy Halliday of Paducah returned
horee Teeeday after a short visit to
his brother, Jeetine Halliday,
t;eorge Morris visited Paducah
Monday.
1Villiam Neikamp visited Paducah
Monday and will work for Stark
Bros. --
'rip McGlarason- was a visitor to Pa-
decah Tuesday,
John O'Brion visited, his brother-
in-lay, Policeman Hurley, in Padu-
cah Tuesday.
Mrs. Rube Sheppard. , of ----.1opja'.
aas shopping in Paritzoah Tuesday.
Mist; Rita Mozell, of Joppa, paid
Paducah a visit Tuesday.
Mrs. Eugene 'Brown visited Padu-
cah Wednesday,
William Langger fe liistne for MS
week's vaeatlein. .He clerte
between Paducah and St: hoots. He
works two weeks and is off one.
REPORT IS UNTRUE.
Correspondent* May Only One Negro
Killed—No Riot Occurred.
afontgomei . Ala„ Dec. 12.—An-
swering a ineesage for an 'accurate
account of glleged riots in Pickins
county "rorrespondents of the Adver-
tiser, at Columbus, Miss., and near
the scene of the alleged' sheeting, de-
clare' there bus been no riot in that
county, and that thepniy person shot
was a negro under arrest and that ke
was killed by his own friends in an
attack upon the officer.
Dynamite.
Bristol, Wenn., Den. 12.-14'eur peo-
ple were and tiallr' bridles cre-
mated ten mile west of here torla,
On the farm of John. Deft his son
William. aged 15. was .plaYing with a
stick or firtarniip when- it erplodee
instantly killing the boy and also
causing the death Of Mrs. Nathan
Barites and Mrs. Elijah Moody as•1
her child. The house cat fire and
was completely destroyed5 the bodies
instlae ruin*.
Box of Engraed. Stationery or 100
Visiting Cards Make Ideal Gifts
100 CardS and Plate
Old English, shaded
French SsipL -
$1 50
• 113 00
 113410
Ent raved Stationery
Two quires of monogram paper and fifty envelopes $4.25
Let us show you the prettiest samples of thcenieral.ers' art you ever saw.
THE SUN
MRS. TAFT ,
BURIED TODAY AT OLD HOME IN
CINCINNATI, 01110.
• ••
Two Sons Accompany Body to Last
Resting Plaee, While Third Is
on the Ocean.
Cincinnati, Dee 12.—The body of
Mrs. Lott lea Taft, widow of-the hate
Judge AiphensoTaft, who died at her
hope-In M141bury; Moos., arrived bete
last night In charge of her eons,
Henry' W. and Horace B. Taft, the
third son, Secretary Tait now being
on the Atlantic on h -
the far east. The
to the residence vf lir: et-
Cliartes P. Taft, where M..
services were held today.
orlihrooso••••••••
THEATRICAL NOTES
rainwreiseraireesrellesSas.U.
"The County Chairmau."
George Ade's qualneeomddy "The
County Chairman," which will be
presented at The Kentucky on
Thursday, December 12, is sure to
delight theater-goers with its meal-
fold attractions. An extended analy.
els of "The County Chairman" Is wae
neceseary.--euflIce it to bay that In
atmosphere, movement and color it
sweeps along' in a sucoessioa
most laughable and enjoyable
Hone until the playgoers fair
In truthful and satirical comic epl
“flie Coduty Chairman" is
essentially a play to interest artistic
audiences with its fine touch of the
foibles of truman nature. and In wit,
humor and philosophy it has a flavor
peculiar lo itself.
In the third act of thts piece the
Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps
They save the continual writing
over the same thir7g. They are
not expensive, Send us an order,
Prices Right.
The Diamond Stamp Works
115 S. Third St heats 36$
The Original
Allegrett i Candies
We have put pi and
always flialf carry
fresh stocks of the
famous "Original
Alltgretti Candies."
It comes in the half,
one, two, three- and
live pound boxes,
and shipments are
,received three times
a week. Let us have'
• yonr Christmas or-
ders now.
.fidert's Drug Store
41b and Broadway
I Either Phone :To. Vt.
Holiday loxes of fine
ported and domestic
("liars.
s4..anasOhipspa...;...a..4 2C-4.40•010r
— -
comedy scene and inteneely dramatic
situations in which tile principal per-
sonages are seen must be accorded
the warmest praise.
•••
Long Isivera and Short. •
A remit variance as to length of life
appears among different animals.
Souse insects live for only a few
hours, whiky fish, elephants and tur-
tles are frequently centenariane. The
average life of the mosquito is three
days. Toads usually live to the age
cr about fifteen years, while oarp
have been known to reach a hundred
and fifty. Chieketo live from eaelve
to fifteen years, dogs to the age of
ten and occasionfdly fifteen, and pas
rots to extreme age. These birds
have been known to pass the age
of twg hundred years. Turtle, asp
also frequently centenarians, as are
storks, and elephants are said to
reach the age of three hundred years.
"Ethel has gone over to the church
to pray." •
"To pray! What fort"
"For her hnshand, of course."
, "Why, she hasn't any!"
"I know it."
—January Smart Set,
Only One "BE0/110 QUININE," that is
Laxative Bromo Quinine d %6 on every
25cCures a Cold in One c..4e in 2 Days
Foreman Bros. Electric Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPIIIES
- House wiring, electric plants installed;
Complete_machine shop.
1324214 N. Fourth St. Phoroaas 787
THE PLACE TO BUY surrAtux
PRESENTS FOR GENTLEMEN.
Briar and Meerschaum Ppes, Cigar
Holders, Cigar and. Tobacco Jars.
Fine lobaceo., 5 and 10 cent cigars In
holiday packages.
THE SMOKE HOWSE,
2112 Broadway.
INSURANCE AGENTS
ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,
Office Phones 2" 369369
Steam Boiler,
Bonds,
Plate Glen,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator,
Residence Phones
Cesrnph.II Building, PadtsCesh,
Old 726
New 726
PAGE.1MEADRANT.
.11 now open in new quarters. Open day and night,
1 Prices:.25e, 35e, 50e, 75e, $100Seats on sale Wednesday. ''
At
The Kentucky
THURSDAY
1De.c.ember
1
IC
4 ,
s-;
The Original New York
Production of
Geo. Ade's MesterPiece
THE,. .
Comity Chairman
beautiful story of heart interest,
bristling with brilliant wit.
•••••••
4,
SCIENCE SETTLES IT.
Danehuff is Caused, By a Germ That
Saw the Helr's
It is now e settled feat that dan-
druff Is caused by a Fenn. Failing
hair and beldnetis are the result of
daellruff. Dr. N. J. Beardsley,. of
Champaign. Ill., got bold of the new
hal r p repa rata on , Newbro'S I ler p I d e
--the utile One that kills the dandruff
germ. He sitee: "I used lierpicide
for my dandruff and failing hair, and
I am well tiatiefied italth the r aul,"
Dr. J. T. Fugate, of tetbaea, la.,
says: "I have used Heiplc:de
dandruff with excellent ....aeulte I
shall preseribe It In my praetkee•
He rpdokle kills the dandruff germ.
Physicians as well as the genorel eub
lie say so. Sold by leading druggists..
Two sizes, 50cainti $1.00. Sand 10c
in stamps for ample to The literpi-
FERRELL'S BODY
BROUGHT HOME A\1i WILL BE
BURIED IN OAK OROVE.
No Further Ikestis teaterenting, Mir-
der of Well Knoell l'aelucalt
Ship Caulker.
life body of George Ferrell, the
ship caulker, who was found dead
In a skiff near Belmont, Mp., was
brought there last night ay...a-tweet
Davidson a nseieber of the local
Centimes union, who was sent after
the body. The corese was brought
home overland in a wagon. Mr.
cide CO., Detroit. Mich.-W.. B. bfe-. Davidson could get no details a.s to
, Pherson, Special A,gent. the cauee of Ferrell's death more
 than -that he was fauna in the skiff
- with a hole in his head. The bode
wial be buried in Oak Grove ceme-
tery.
The funeral of George Ferrell was
held this afternoon at 3 o'clock from
-the undertaking establishment of
Matte gflier & company.
WILL RECOVER
EVERETT 3101MIS CAME, NEAR
MING OF APPNDICITIS.
- -
Was Operated on at Riverside Hor4-
' pita! By Dr. W. E. Hearne lest
Night. •
• Mr. Everett Morris, of the E. P.
Gibbon paint store. who' was operated
upon for eppendicitis at Riverside
hospital last eight by Dr. R. E.
Hearne, is resting well this morning
and hie nurse coneidere On in a fair
way to recower. Mr. dila-arts had been
III for severaia den, and ythea the
eh: lecian was called yesterday moire-
lagit was appseent teat he was suf-
fering from aependeles. Ia the
.evening hekegae to grow wor=e rait-
idly and It was thought be would die
before the hoepital was reached. The
operation revegled the fact that the
disease was nearing its very Worst
form.
MT. Morris recently moved to Pa-
ducah from Puryear. Tenn., where
- hie family, one of the most prominent
... in West Tennessee, reside. He maz-
ried -two neonate Ago to a oun 1
a a is, t e ma-riage being kept a
seeret nntil a short.tinie ago, when It
was asuounced.
FIRE CAUSES LaSS IN HOPKINS-
.VILLE.
Two Stores Gutted By names Dur-
ing the Niiht----Origin Unknown.
Hopkinevale, Ky., Dec. 12.-Fire
last night destroyed the store Of J.
W. Hawkins, colored, and Telmer's
dry goods and general store. The
lose is about $10,000, partly covered
•by insurance.
The flames *ailed in about the
center of the grocery of Hawkins,
and burned so rapidly that before
the fire department could reach the
scene the store was nearly gutted.
From there it spread to Tanner'
store, and the latter's stock of goods
was practically ruined. The comae of
the fire.% not known.
/
Russia Needs Immense Sums.
Ht. Peterehtirg, Dec. 12.- he mak-
ing the budget statement in the duets
today M. Kokovsoff. the finance min-
ister, pointed out that to cover the
extetordinaay expenditure about $91,
00 000 would
George Ade is in Favor of Teaching ;Party at Houma and his Fond iiien II PA:eats would Disinherit Him if He
New York, 14, ou whet
seemed to be excellent ate! only, it
was denied today that Coiumbia uni-
verse/4.y had any intention at present
of ettabliehiug a course in scientific
baking. It was not disputed, how
ever, that the university authorities
were much itaterested in the announce
meut front Lafayette. Ind., that Pur-
due university would add such a
(entree of iutatruetiou to Its curricu-
lum.
It appears, according to the/news
front Lafayette, that Winthrop E.
Stone, the president of Purdue, has
called-into consultation a pumber of
the meet expert profeesional dough
architects with the object of finding
out if It is poesialeato start a school
that shall produce an attune! capable
of turning out baked fool that the
population et the middle west caa eat
and .get away with it.
While there is apt suffioient ground
for a positive statement to that effect.
there is some reason to believe that
George Ade is at the bottom of the
new movement at Purdue to a,civance
the cause of scientific pie and leygienic
tarts. Ade, as is well known by every-
body who can tell the difference be-
tween slang and patois, was turned
out of Perdue :n the year 1887. eines
which time he has retained the lively.
interest which he came to feel for his
alma meter dolorosta during his happy
undergraduate years. when he was
becoming an authority on the drink
Ade Denies Giving Iteyaltiest.
Mr. Ade was found, today In a ter-
tan place, closely stutly lug the meth-
ods; of a number of gentlemen who
were manufaeturing buns. The fol-
lowing conversation ensued:
"It it true, Mr. Ade, that you are
booming- the new. baking school. at
Purdue tied that you have even gone
410 far as to endow it with one week's
.royaltiee produced by the New York
rue of 'Artie?' "
Mr. Ade reached for the cvffee
bean tray,- made 'a geture of annoy-
ance, and regolledln his well known
capitalized manner:
' Fought to Draw.
Peoria. W., Dee 12.---Danny Good-
mass. of Chago, and Dusty Miller.
of Chita:Igo, fought ten retnicia to a.
draw here tonight.
If you wank' hove any hie sings
to tetunt, you must count the Nesse
. es yotrlieve
government's opinion this sum could
be peocured only by credit opera-
tions.
Simulteneetualy with. the approval
of the budget bill, he said, the dome
would be asked to sanetion the con-
clusion of oecessary loans.
The usialster of ftnahce prefaced
this announcement with an interest
Ink.etatement on the necessity of
changes in the economic regilies,
which he asserts only could be ac-
eromplia.hed hr means of legislation.
It would be very intefesting to know
how many years your family physician
has prescribed Aycr's Cherry Pectoral
for coughs, colds, and all forms of lung
Nene, bestial, /a ask your doeter about troubles. Ask him the next time you%ce
him.Weknosphysicianswho have usedAyer 'a Cherry Pectoral. h 0 a ;regular medi-
cine, a medieme. a &aim., medicine. it for Over half a century. a•ce:ireca
were absent Thence on Such an Occa-,Art of Baking in Colleges of Country lu Reality he had to Hikesfor I
111,, Bakery, becauee the One Night
ell:ft had Croaked. •
"So Gladys trustingly Enguled a
ot BPI. But lilt Smithies Bill sallied
forth to evaporate OA- Tierteen Per
which he made the other Six Days be!
studious Inattention to Work at such
tiaute when, he became Harold.
"NoweHarold loved a Flossie who
tepewrote in a Downtown Bucket
Shop, whose name was Gladys. It
really was Gladys. And the Main
Squeeze in bar Office Worshiped the
Ground She walked it. Thus she held
down her Job.
"For, Truth to tell. Gladys, as a
Typewriter, was. a Canadian Frost.
tile probably was the Simplest Speeler
in the World and would oesan Pause
in het- Work to ask the Main Squeeze
If you spelled Cl alai a K, and it
you didn't, why, then, How Did You?
Harold Passes for Ready Money.
"Now Harold lived is an abate
domed Closet to East atiouston .eireet.
It had 310 Window, sO Harold slept
with the Door open. He had no
Rasor. so he allowed a pienteous croe
of Alfalfa to obecure what passed for
his Featares.
"Hut he had a Pair of Gliateners
for his Feet, and (-very Sunday he
leased the Undertaker's Coat and a
Plug hat from a Costumer, and sal-
lied Forth on his Errand of Love,
bearing always some Gift, usualla
Fjoeverle-reel Flowers--Flowers that
Smelled-Flowers that it took the
Miuloomah to acquire.
"Now, Gladys 'thought Harold the
White Haired Boy with his Wealthy
Parents. He told her his Inimeillate
Male Ancestor Made so much Coin
each Day he had to be Excavated
each Nig*. And he, Harold. had to
do the Digging. Sittelay was the
onlyeakii when the People did not
!shower Simeleons upon his Parent."
"Who told you that?"
"eLeLialnetesay-aseehadyetericlemw."--
"Weil." returned Mr. Ada, some- do something Retro. epeatat to showwhat testily. "A Part of it isn't True,
His Love. So lie Built a Wonderfulat ael Eretato I didn't give Purdue eake. It its Insides this Villagethose Royalties.' What I might have
Cut-Cp placed Nuts, Ralains, Flees.done had Circumstances been Differ-
Fruits, Preserves, Truffles and manyent I cannot Say. But the Fact Is, it 
other varieties of June that 114- hadchanced that that Week I happened
thoughtfully Heel Out front Cakesto stand in Need of a New Hat. So i 'that averse being ttinstructed iu hisendowed Myself wi.th a Lid, and that's
what Became of those RoYailies.“
Uses Romenceeto Explain.
"To" be sure, it didn't take Gladys
long to Tumble _to the Fact that her
Son Heir was so muili (4.1t. for 1-tar-
old was decidedly Near. In fact, it
sometimes seemed to Her that he
didn't Love a Deilar any snore than
be Loved his Life. And she often
wished, Indeed, that he wou:d Loosen,
Yuletide Spirit Fatal.
"And now Cattle on the .Merry
_Yulasetakowith--Peeseo-oo-Elerthatloott-
W i-toMan. aird Harold Wished tl
Bakery for Replier Customers who
were Soft enough to Give UP. 1.,Vhcn
It was Done It looked like a Fall
"Hew about the other half of the Hat alter theteron Worker* had got„ inlquiry!" . through vit it.
Mr. Ade replied to this queetkin by -And having.% for Two Weeks,relating the foliating overcapitalized made his Breakfast upon Stale Dread.itarrattve: Harold. on Christmas Afternoon In-"Once ;won a Time there was a aerted- Him:telt and the Cake Into aPieroing Scream, whose stage name. Hack and was Driven to the Home etwas Harold. Six deys a. Week he Celadale where he Received the Mittstirred Dough at an east side Bakery, Hilarious.
where the Master tinker bad a Habit "Tfience he vanished Shortly, ex-of CureingsHim under the appellation plaining that there was a Family
Only  10 More  'Shopping Days Till Xmas
We are naming prices that will make them ths busiest
days of whole year, We offer the best calicoes tomor-
row for 5 1-2c a yard. Print cloths are 5 3 4. Dyers have
to have pay for, printing them, railroads have freight, the
wholesale price is now 7c. Our price tomorrow is only
5 1- 2c.8 So it is with hundreds of other things on sale here.
Slice of That Cake 'mit v.r.) Night
and They Do Say Her Funeral W.,
One of the Neatest Ever Pulled oe
in the Yorkville District. .
"Moral-The first: Adhere to the ,
Main Squeeze with all the Tenacity;
of Your Loving Nature.
eMoral-Secood: Hardware is All
the Candy in a leottedry, but Cake
should resemble Foed.•'
NEWS OF KENTUCKY
Mere Imagination.
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Dec. 12.-A
prominent equity farmer of Bath
county, here today, was asked by an
Evening Post reporter if the Story
that raiders called on A. R. Ro.be.rtg.
the tobacco ,dealer of Bethel, si.
threatened him, was true. He et
that RIO IL statement was false;
the situation In that county a.
night, and that there had never .....
any violeaceolone and would not be,,
and that the stories sent out to the
effect that threats had been meta
were imaginative.
e Blind Tiger Operator Captured.
Richmond. Ky.. D•er. 12. --John
Morgan, who recently escaped f:(‘
the guards 'here, while working out a
flee for conducting a "blind tiger" in
this city, was today brought from
Hamilton, 0., by Chief of Police All-
man and' replaced in jell.
I,'reacher Joins the Marines.
Ctrie-ago, Doc. 12.-The Rev. John
W. Scheele, D. 1).. formerly paetor of
a church at Tin River. near Vous-
tonville. Ky., has joined the United
States Marine Corps here as a pri-
vate and was sent to Washington at
once. "It is very unusual for a min-
ister to' enter the ranks as a private
in time of peace. He does not ex-
pect to give up his religious work.
He is 26 years old and athletic, and
may try for a commission.
Hurled Boulder late Jail.--7---r-urtou., Dec. 12.-While the
minister was cvndueting religious
service, at the county jail, J. Austin,
on the outede looking in, hurled a
bonder through the window at
Charles Stokes, colored, on the inside
!poking out. Austin was proseeuted
by County Attorney T. N. Smith in
Judge Naylor's court and fined $.:5
and costs.
'Tobacco Troubles Are Exaggerated.
Maysville. Ky.. Dec. 12.-Reports
of tobacco troubles in this county are.
exaggerated. Several men were mere-
le teethed to return their tobacco to
barns, tat leh was done. The case has
been brought before the grand jury.
Struck By a Train.
Fulton, Ky.. Dec. 12.--While Cross-
ing the Illinois Central railroad in
this; city, Jack Foy, a wealthy farmer
love a fine mule and narrowly es-
Friday Special
Quadruple Silver Plated Baking Dish, burnished
with raised French gray ornamentation. Usually
RAJ at $5 00. Our SPECIAL PRICE FOR FRI-
DAY ONLY
$2.50 Cash
No phone orders. None reserved for anyone.
We make it to your interest to call at out store.
WOLFF JEWELER327 Broadway
caped death himself. As Mr. Foy at-
tempted to cross, the engine of pas-
renger train No. 5 etrutk the mule
on the eight side. knee-king e,n
tirely over the other mule. The mule
was so badly injured that It was
killed to relieve its suffering. The
mule was a-eked at $250.
FACTORY LAW
Will Be Drafit'll for Protection of the
Employers.
Chicago, Dec. 12.--There is kkeey,
to be a race between the Illinole Man-
ufacturers' association aria 
tlabor to see which can ffrst present
I a .bill to the Illinois legislaiure for
ProPer protect :on of the life and
Iheath of <cop:oyes of manufacturing
cam b 'lents."
It is not known positively whether
there will be 'any greet difference be-
tween the views of the employers and
the workers, bur the manufacturers
anticipate that there will. lao one re-
stet of the anutial meeting of the as-
sociation will be the appointment of a
committee at an early date to draft a
,hill for the protection of empeyea,
'both from accidents from machinery
and from contagious disesives.
Fred S. Fish, chairman of the
board of directors of the Studebaner
Bros'. company, who was one of the
ertealters at the afternoon session in
the assembly hall of the Fine Arts
building, made the point that the as-
sociation should frame Its bill &tette
of the labor organizations and make
it just both to the ruanufneturers and
the workers.' The eppoinitment of
rennin:nee to frame the bill was
reeommetiffeel in the annual report
of C. A. Smith, president of the as-
•latIon.
Prospective.
A charming young lady went into
the principal stationer's thop In a
;euntry town and asked to see some
thin note paper. After selecting
what she desired, she heotateet a mo-
ment.
"Do you make any reduction OF
:large-men?" she asked softly.
"Certainly, madam." said the eta-
tluure, wen great promptness, "Artr.
y-ou,a clergyman's wife?"
"N-no." said the young lady.
"Ale a clergyman's daughter,
then," said the shopman as he began
to tte up the paper in a neat parcel,
"Nino." Was the lady's hesitating
reply. Then she leaned across the
eounter and spoke in a confidential
whis.p,r: "But if nothing happens I
shall be engaged to a theological
student as soon as he comes home
from college next term."-Cassell's
u rd ay Journal.
SEOOND CONCRETE IlltdX1E
BUILT FOR. THE 00t'NTT.
The concrete Wedge acmes Cetno
creek will he completed next week,
and if accepted the Natheille Drktge
company will be let;c1 the contract.
price. The bridge le the second con-
crete bridge to be built in the county.
It is believed that both will give
good satisfaction,
,
MIKAllg%
Department Store
North Third Street, Just Off Broadway.
THE STORE for THRIFTY PEOPLE
It costs less to trade in this store. This is the
store that never hap permitted and never will permit
any other store to successfully undersell it. This is
the store where you will wish you had come if you
buy before you get here.
SENSATIONAL SALE FRIDAY
' Our 45th Friday Bargain Sale is tomorrow. It's a day of unusual and extraorgdinary bargains to get
, .
yOu corning here for holiday supplies. :The slaughter is terrific in Woman's Coats, Suits, Skirts, Fursand, Children's Coats. . Amazing sacrifices in Dress Godds, Silks, Millinery, Underwear sand stapleDry Goods. Stupendous cuts in the prices of shoes and men's and boys' clothing. An unrivaled.. • . . ! • . . . .. . . . . . • .. • .
cut price sale of grocerier.
ItEiUTIFUL SHORT ()Attit'UL
AND LONG CLOTH COATS SAte
- itiFICED FRIDAY AND SATUD.
DAYa
i'ed Mir BANK uar--aaf a'Y as. .
$30 Coats Friday, anti Saturday,
$1.5.00.
,120 Coats Fdiday and Saturday,
$12.(110.,
$15 Coats Fkidiay and Saturday.
$10.00.
Great values at $3.75, $5, $5,50
and $7.6)0, Friday and Saturday.
WAIST SALE STARTS OUT
AFRESH FRIDAY AND SATUR-
DAY. ' PRICES WAY UNDER
I'ALUE.
Net Waists  •  .  $2.97.
• Silk Waists $1.96, $2.50, $3.00.
$3.25, $3.75 and $4.75.
White, Lingerie Walete a0c, 69e,
97e, $1.23 and *1.46.
Flannel Waists 2.5c and 5,0ra
WOMEN'S TRIMMED HATS.
Regtilar $5 and $6 valuete.fer $2:50
FUR SALE FRIDAY AND SATUR.
liAI. WONDERFUL VALUES.
Many prices about half. Great
variety tosteleot from as well as great
savings in prices.
EXTRAORDINARY A'ALUE'S IN
WOMEN'S SUITS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY.
$25 Sults for $15.00.
$20 Suits for $12,50.
$15 Suits for $10.00.
$1,5 Itton Suits for $7.50.
$7 Suitt; for $3.30..
:THIS WUJ 0K B.41IGAIN FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY AMONG THE
SKIRTS.
At 89c worth 42,00.
At $1.96 worth $4.t)0.
At $2.39 worth 45.00.
At $3.85 worth e5.50.
At $5.00 worth $8.50.
At $7, $8 and $l( worth up to $15.
At $4.95, Silk Petticoats , worth
$6, $7 and $8.
_
A. l•ronizors 11.111(i.elei SALE OF
WOOL DRESS GOODS AND SILKS
Black and colored" Dress Goods at
19c, at 24c. at 34e, at 49e, at 67c,
at 79e. at S9e, at 94c. All worth a
full third more.
Silks at 79c, 89e, 94c' and 98c,
• worth' up to $1.40
GRIetelfieST FRIDAY AND SATUR-
1).11" 'SALE OF KNIT UNDER-
WEAR. AND HOSIERY AND
KNIT SHAWLS OF THE WHOLE
SEASON.
Recent purc.hases during the Ny
Waikee Dze.Goods compane's remov-
al sale enable us to offer Friday and
Saturday:
2V Children's Union Suits at 19c.
35c Children's Union Suits at 24c.
311c Women's Vesta and pants at
a3c.
Boys' Heavy Fleeced Shirts and
drawers at 23e.
50e Women's Fine ' Vests
Pants'ett 4.5e.
-
and
ane Boys' and-.Giris' Heavy Union
Suits at 45e.
50c Men's Heavy Ribbed Under-
Shirts and Drawers for 45c. 
.
50c Men's Extra Heavy Fleec• ed
Undershirts and Drawers for 45c,
$1.00 Unica Suits for men at 75e.
Women's, Children's, Girls' and
Boys' Hose carry bargafn, prices from
9c to 24e a pair Fridae and Satur-
day.
STAPLE DRY GOODS.
7c Calicoes Friday and Saturda• y
at 5%e.
7c Drown .Muslins at' 5%C.
10c Domestics at 6 Tete
10c Flannelette at 71,4c.
Vile Bleached Meeting at 7 tie
12%c Long Clothe at 9a4c.
15c Dress Flails at 10c.
$1.215 Cotton Bed Blankets,at 954'.
CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.
Wonderful bargains in Men's
Young Men's and Boys' Suits. Or+
Coats, Trouserf, Hats, Ceps, Gloats,
Suspenders and other Frunishings.
Our usual priees in our clotheag
department are 25 to 30 per cent un-
der those of other stores and it is
these less than othlers prices that
have been reduced for Ftiday and ee•
'Skturds.as sale.
Our Men's $18 Overcoats for
$13.54.
Our Men's $241 Suits for $15.0e,
Our Men's $1 Glove? for 79C:--a
Our Men-' s Hate for 73c.
Hundreds of other prices, in the
Clothing Department are similarly
cut for Friday and Saturday's sale.
SHOE DEPA.TMENT.
.Holiday Slippers and noes are on
sale for Friday and Saturday at mar-
velously low prices to tempt you. to
buy here.
$2 Shoes at $1.49.
$2.50 Shoes at $1.98.
$3.4,0 Shocks at 42.47.
$3 50 Shoes at $2.96.
$5.00 Shoes at $3.9.5..
•
GROCERY B.‘11GAINS NOW CleN
SALE.
-Fancy Sweet Oranges, per doz...25c
Fresh Lemons, per dozen  16c
Choke Pickles, per quart  lac
Fancy Mixed Candies, per lb.   14e
Pure Apple Vinegar, per gal.   2.5c
3 boxes 130oz. Seediest; Raisins 2' a
3 boxes 12 oz. Currants for ..: a.
2 lb cans old Kentucky Tomatoes lec
2 lb cans California Peaehes 19c
1,gal. can Choice Pie Peaches  47e
Fresh Cream Cheese, per lb.   20c
Picnic Hams, per lb. 
Quaker oats, per pkg. 10c
3 pkgs. National Oats   2-er
3 pkgs. Toasted Can Flakes   25eChoke high Potatoes. peck   'tee
Millais Red Onions per peek   21e
3 boxes Search Light iletehes for lec
24 Tbs. Light Brown Sugar for $1.00
21 ih bag Pat. Flour per bag,  7t5n
let
ty
AN IOWA CASE.
How long meat a man continuo
calling on a young woman before he
may kiss her and call her "dear"
without incurring liability to suit for
breach of promise? Iowa produces
a case. in which defendant called on
complainant regularly for seventeen
years, saluted her with a buss when
they met and addressee her tie
"dear." At tee end of that term he
married another woman but con-
timed to correspond with "dear" six
months tbereafter. Then, It is to be
presumed, the other woman got next
•Anyway, the correspondetce ceased
and "dear," smarting under the
memory of those seventeen untrue,
ful years, instituted suit for 81e,speso
—for blighted affectione, she. de-
clares: but her standing would .have
been better on an open !timing ac-
count for kisses had and received.
In sorne rotates three sucteneive
calls, coupled with aforesaid ose-ula-
tory demonstration and the terni of
endearment. WonId MU"kJ to fin tbe
liability of &feed/int; and, perhaps
It Is a wise regulation. But to be
perfectly fair, 15110.111(1 not the statute
of limitations begin to run immediate
ly upon inception of the liability?
For instance, if the sericruenetet of a
man's intention is established by the
third call and attendant durum-
stances, Should not the continuance
of the relations for a definite, rea-
sonable period thereafter without
"anything doing" suffice to convinee
a court that they were only fooling?
Of coerce, the court may take the
view that open, continuous, unin-
terrupted and &deers* enjoyment of
a roan's attentions for seventeen
years conetitutery euch posseselon, as
anyone else will be Wrapped to deny;
but, AS this is a question of wrong
to be redressed. and not right to be
eustained, we doubt If that well rec-
°wilted principle of law will apply.
We believe the court will be com-
pelled to go well into the merits ot
this particular can, there is so much
room for speculative damages in Sip
"eagle", of seventeen .-ssears' dere-
flee., that came to naught. Apes-r-
eale' they parted friends, and un-
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ETH St NPUBLISHING COMPANY
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
THE DAILY SUN
Ey Carrier, per week 10
By mail, per month. in advance..  25
By mall. per year. In advance...41 60
THE WEEKLY SUN
Tor year, by mete postale pald..$1.011
Address THE SUM Paducli. Ky....
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Payne .6 Young. Chicago and New
work. representatives.
r.HE SUN can be round at the follow-
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T CHURSDAY, DE EMBER 12.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT
November, 1907.
1 3863 16 3832
2 6375 18 3810
4 3839 18 3796
6 3846 20 3791
8 3fte7 21 3795
7 33er5 22 3804
8 387.0 23 38,01
9 3878 25 3790
11 3867 26 3794
12 3854 27 3790
13 3848 28 3791
14 31)45 19 ssat
14 3832 30 38‘)6
Totel_ 
Average. November,
Average. November,
Decrease 
101,049
1906.... 3,957
11007. 34925
32
Personally appeared before roe,
this December 3rd, 1e07, R. D. Mac-
Milieu,business manager Of The in,
who affirms that the above state-
meat of the oiroalatioa of The
for the month of November, 1947,
Is true to the best of his knowledge
and belief.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 22
194)8.
Daily Thought.'
The strength of a Republican gor-
ernment depends on the morality of
the Individual citizens.--eataltbie D.
Babcock.
Senator Jet laavls. from Arkan-
sas, reminds us of that dignified gen-
tleman from Mistriesippl. for whom
he was named—be is so different.
Big league umpires will indorse
the opporsition of Preselent FuIlAani
to the sale of liquor in bottles In the
grand stand. if he will make his pro-
hibition inetude pop bottles in the
bleachers.
Some remarkable financial meas-
ures will be introduced in congress
'at this session, moat of them designed
with reference to their effect on la-
noran.t and impressionaele people
back home.
'Maybe, President Woodrow meant
ten per cent of the people think they
do all the thinking.
questionably the lamp of love had
burned out. If they had been mat-
tied all that tfuse, mud defendant
had been bunting hit own VW in-
stead, of that of complainant's father.
they could scarosif have expected
such a friendly ending to their to-
nitrite. We readily ten apereciate
the grievance the young weinan's
parents might harbor, and the actual
computable damages they Delete
claim,
But the
lees clear.
wanner of
ly cut off
one most conjecture, considering her
remarkahle abilty to hold one beau
bre ventetql years, that the fault was
Us much her failure to make use of
the pysehological moment as ant
culpability on his part; and, we be-
lieve, the court will hold, that a girl
who will k-t a fellow "bang 'round."
or "set up with her" or "keep com-
pany," or whatever they tall it in
Iowa, for seventeen years, without
perfecting title in him, is guilty of
sleeping on her rights.
Long courtships are abhorrent to
our system of jurisprudence. Two
people will find each other put in
seventeen years, even if their rela-
tions are limited to social calle. If
a couple weds, while yet undeceived,
nine chance n. s in- ten the woman will
le- asharued to acknowledge that the
man she married is not a demi-god,
and in seventeen yeasts the man will
be reduced to a state of absolute de-
pendence for comfort and safety.
No, that Iowa girl dallied too long.
Her own lathes has tarred her
claim to restitution In equity; and
the rights of an innocent third party
have intervened to cut her off from
da wages.
young woman's case is
If defendant's dilatory
love making has effectual'.
her chances of marriage.
I/EPINITION AND EXAMPLE,
What kind of "yellow journalten-
is k that will put a heed like the.
"Another Warehouse Burned By Al-
leged Night Riders in Christian."
over a story about a grain warehouse
cetching tire on the roof from the
flue?
The Paducah paper that did it
yesterday contained the tail-lowing
editorial paragraphs: "It is yeirow
journalism for a paper to carry to
the readers false or sensational In-
ce -any Itend,"
oulated to do harm," and "It is lit-
tle short of criminal of a newspaper
to alarm the people of any commun-
ity with exaggerated news of any
character." 
 thPerhaps, the example ohe front
page was intended to emphasize the
principle laid don in the editorial.
WANTED—Opening by bright, ac-
tive young man of good habits and
50 year. experience land then
some). At liberty after January 1.
Has been in present position 'souther
of years hnd relatibas with employ-
ers have always been conlidential and
pleasant. Best of reasons can be
given for seeking change of employ-
ment. Knows the drug business
thoroughly arse human nature a heap
bettet. Well acquainted over the
clty, having kissed all the babies for
two generations. Fifty per cent of
the growing male population is
named for him. Might be induced
reto accept something ' ve same line
as present empioyment. Call at city
hall. first door to right, or phone
717.
StiNIFTHING DIFF•ERENT.
A man seldom speaks Meetly if he
stops to weigh his wares.
First Author—What was the
climax to your last book?
Second Author—The bill from the
publishers for printing it—January
Smart Set,
unde-retand that he frecently
married a woman lawyes."
"Yee, and now he's a defendant
for life."—January Smart Set_
'Kers Were Omits.
Nervous old Ludy- Ito people Iota.
their lives here very often?
Old Salt—No, mum; only about once'
—Tatter.
The Second 
Christmas.I made. fo- him a sc rlet cloak.
My Heart's Desire, my sun;
A little miter for his head
The curls lay sweet upon.
He blessed me with his tiny hand—
That blessing wholly mine—
Who one day said should_ be the
world's,
My Baby Child Divine.
—By Helen Hay Whitney in the De-
cember Metropolitan Magazine.
Got Mx Fare.
This story is told on Oscar Ham-
merstein. Recently, as be was going
down town on a Broadway car, the
street car conductor, one of the kind
who act like stockholliers, stood over
the opera manager and bawled: "Di]
I get your fare?" Hammerstein was
.1 :Lep in thought, and, without raisinghead, quietly replied: "I guess
you did; -I dkiat't serv, you ring ft up
for the ccenvany." The conductor
tlillehrir 'found bustnies on the rear
platform...ad the palleseglare enjoyed
a hearty laugh.
P..iTYITA TT EVENTNG SUN_
BLINDFOLDED' 
 two„...nidb...„, stasheorytatdhatbtattbiet wboays
led his tongue.
fear rather than discreUon that
"Do you think the gang have got
into town?" asked one
"They'll have wet jackets if they are
on the road." I returned, loukleg at
the rain outside.
"Hadn't we better find out?" in-
quired Wainwright.
"Are you in a hurry?' I asked in
turn. "The landlord has premised to
send up a good dinner in a few nen-
tees."
"Bat you see—"
"Yes, I see," I interrupted. "I see
this--that they are here, that there
isreea dozen or more or them, and that
they are ready for any deviltry. What
more can we find out by roaming over
the, country?"
Wainwright nodded his agreement
with me.
"And then," I continued "they won't
try to do anything until after dark—
nut before the middle of the night, I
should say—or until the townspeople
have gone to bed."
"You're right, sir," said Abrams. "A
dark night and • dear fluid suits that
gang beat."
- were neree the dinner,- sale i;
"so you can make yourselves easy.
Porter, you may keep an eye on the
stairway, and Brown ma e watch from
the windows. The rest of us will fall
to."
In the midst of the meal Porter
came in.
"Darby Meeker's In the office be'
low," he announced. .
"Very good," I said. "Just take
Fitzhugh and Wilson with you and ask
Mr. Meeker to join us." t
The men looked blank. Porter was
the first to speak. '
"You don't mean---" •
t "I mean to bring him up here," I
said blandly, rising from the table
"I suppose, though, it's my place as
host to do the honors."
"No--no," cause in chorus from the I
men.
"Conte on, Porter—Fitzhugh—NVII-
son," 1 said: and then added sharply.
"sit doer', the rest of you! We dots t
need a regiment to ask a man to din-
ner."
The others sank back into their
seats and the three I had named fol-
lowed use meekly down the hall and
stairs.
I had never had the pleasure of meet
Ink Mr. Meeker face to face, but 1
doubted not that I should be able to
pick him out. I was right. I knew
him the moment I saw him. He was
tall and broad of shoulder, long of
arm, shifty of eye, and hip square jaw
was covered with a stubby red beard.
His color heightened as we walked
Into the office mid cut off the two
doors of retreat.
"An unexpected pleasure," I said,
giving him good day.
His hand slipped to the aide pocket
of his sack coat, and then back again.
,m•F
A Mystery Story
of San Francisco
By
FABLE AsnLry WALCOTI
,Csavrtalit INC is. liviDo• Igor r111 0•,)
(Continued from Last issusi.):
CHAPTER XIII.
A Piec• of Strategy.
A few idlers were on the platform
of the station as we approached with
much apparent unconcern, our hands
in our overcoat pockets where the
weapons lay.
"Where's the train?" 1 asked, look-
ing at the bare track.
"Yonder," grunted • native, point-
ing his thumb lazily up the road where
the engine lay by the watering tack,
slaking its thirst
"Well, just let me and Lockhart
walk ahead," said Fitzhugh gruffly, as
we started along the track. "I
ehouldut have the first Idea what we
was here for if you was to be knocked
over"
Fitzhugh could not be much more in
the dark on this point than 1, but I let
him have his way. If some one was
to be shot, I was ready to resign my
claim to the distinction in favor of the
first comer.
There were perhaps a score of pee>
pie about the car.
"There's Abrams,* said Lockhart.
"There's no danger, then," said Fitz-
hugh with a grin. "Bee, he's beckon-
ing to us."
We hastened forward eagerly.
"What is itr. I asked.
"There's no one here," said Abrams,
with a puzzled look.
I went forward to the engine. The
engineer was as close-mouthed as
L though words were going at a dollar
apiece and the market bounding up-
ward. When I tried to question the
fireman the engineer recovered his
tongue and had so many orders to be
attended to that my words were lost
in a rattle of coal and clang of iron.
And the engine, having drunk its
fIllechenged its labored hresthing_to  
hissing and swishing of steam that
sent the hot vapor far on both sides,
and then gathering speed, puffed its
swift way back the road by which It
had come, leaving the car deserted on
a siding
"Here's a go!" cried Fitzbugh. "A
regular puzzler!"
"The first thing is to to visit the
telegraph office at once," said I.
The operator was just locking his
little room In the station as we came
up. •
"No, air, no telegrams,"
"none for anybody."
"That is a new way of running
trains." I said with a show of indif-
ference, nodding toward the empty
he said;
Car
-Oh, there was a party came up,"
said the agent, "a dozen fellows or
more. Bill said they took a fancy to
get off a mile or more down here, and
as they were an ugly-looking crew he
didn't say anything to stop them"
"I don't see what they can be doing
up in this part of the country," I re-
turned Innocently.
"1 guess they know thee business—
anyway, it's none of mine," said the
agent. "Do you go in here. sir? Well,
it will save you from a wetting."
We bad been walking toward the
hotel, and the chatty agent left us
under its veranda just as the light
drops began to patter down in the dust
of the road, and to dim the outlines of
the distant hills.
The home guard of our party re
ceived the news calmly.
Wainwright had established ,
modus vivendi with his young cha
and I Sao that he managed to get a
word out of him now and then. I had
:awn reryarrarn;iser Ifs ear rwoussar
and he made a remark in an undertone
that I fear wis tot intended, for a
pleasant greeting.
"There's a little dinner of a few
1111411•1 MINN sr4IM\ •4111•04 014 V" Maw •••••1 0 •i
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Christmas SuVestiows
f i
i 
Umbrellas and Canes
Whether for ladies or gentielnen, we, i
1st i
slaw the best lines of umbrellas in the city—
most of them are put up in holiday boxes, 
i 
and, all are-reasonably priced.
-The golf stick handle in rare treatments -
of grey and red are the newest things out, 
i
imported partridge and we shot itl.in ladies' I
and are exclusive with us. The wood is an
anti
Fluffy Ruffles Umbrellas for ladies lis
d men's umbrellas and walking sticks.
1 
are something else exclusive with us, and
they are beautiful thin, They come in
three shades—Brown, Red, and Plum; price i
1 
. only $5.
.
But we show too many to mention all.
.,
-
Let it suffice then to suggest a visit to this i
1 
splendid department; _
Watch our wi,ndows and this space for i
1 
Ideal grits.
1
oll
415 .. 41 ',..- 1 77-• I r)   1
Lellas411,411 111arefit9141001 fr
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Dressing Boys
IT'S easy to dress the the Boy correctly and to
your satisfaction. It can be done, too, at no
increase of cost.•
V you are tied of the dull sameness you
find at other stores—if you'd like styles for your
Boy that are not commonplace—those bright,
snappy garments which you would expect to find
in New York stores, and in the same satisfying
variety.
COME HERE WITH THE BOY
We not only promise but assure the newest
productions from the best makers of Boys' Cloth-
ing in this country. They're here with all of
that quality which makes a smart and sturdy
Suit and at prices which you'll admit are very
moderate.
REEFER AND NORFOLK SUITS $2.50, $3.50, $5.00 to $7.50
Don't go hunting about town for the best in Boys' Clothing for the best is right here.
The Clothing Store That Carries the
"UNION STORE CARD"
323
Broadway
DESBERGER'S
GRAND„raphi
E DER
rlRj 
(O WERT
323
Broadway
fireirdi going -on upstairs," I sidd—Vor
litely. "Won't you join us?"
Meeker scowled a moment
dent surprise.
"No, I won't," he growled.
"But it is a sad case for a man to
dine alone," I said smoothly. "You
will be very welcome"
"No, sir," said he, looking furtively
at my men drawing near, between him
and the doors.
"But I insist" I said politely. Then
I added in a lower tone meant for him
alone: "Resist, you hound, and I'll
have you carried up by *your four
legs."
His face was worffing.with fear and
passion. He looked at the blocked
way with the eye of a baited animal.
(lo be continued in next leaste.)
with evl-
YOH DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Rvery dose Testes you leelbetter. Las-Yes
keepe your whole asides right. Sold on She
'soiey.bsck plot ever yw n ere. ?nee SO cut
Art Versus; Nudity.
There seems to be. in the United
States, a mistaken idea that nudity
Is art, and that art needs nudity, Yet
if you consider the few European
specimens of modern art' under our
yory• eyes, the groups of Lafayette
and Rochambeau are all draped in
the clothes of their time; no masque-
rading in Greek or Roman rose:Imes;
no anachronism as regards history,
and especially no disrobing. Com-
pare the stately dignity of Liberty in
the port of New York with the chorus
girl variety trying to fly off away
from congress, making our noble cap-
itol look like a huge wedding cake
with a sugar doll on top. The study
of correct drapery on the lay figure
is as much attended to as the stielY
of the human body in foreign art
schools abroad. Wetted not George
Washington look all the better at the
front of the capitol If he wore his
cocked bat, his military cloak seise-
teeny draped around him and held
on his lap by his sheathed sword as
a sign of peace, rather than make
anyOne shiver at the sieht of the
father of his country facing the east
wind without even wearing as little
as a chest protector.—lettter in
Washington Star. Nee_
A Contribution.
One Morning last week a mission-
ary worker was soliciting contribu-
tions toward helping the work along,
stopping at a house in the lower
-section of the city, she pulled the
bell, which was answered by a sickly
looking woman,
*Tan you contribute anything for
the drunkards' home?" she asked of
- - 
the woman whom she had sum-
moned to the door.
"Yes," replied the woman; "come
around next Saturday night and get
My husband."—Philadelphia Ledger.
The Body Merely Machine,
There are just any number of die-
eases In which Osteopathic is the
only treatment that will give any re-
lief at all.
The various phases of neuralgia
and rheumatism as an example yield
more readily to the Osteopathic
treatment than they do to medicine.
So too do lumbago, chronic head-
ache*, partial paralysis and kindred
ailments, and to one who knows the
first principals of Osteopathy It is
easily to see why this is so,
Osteopathy Is a scientific system
of exercise for the nerves and organs
of the body--eireply manipulation
by which it restores structural nor-
melee. Tea body is a machine run
by unseen forces called life, and that
ii may ran harmoniously It is neces-
sary that there be liberty of blood,
nerves and arteries from the gene-
rating point to destinaticue This is
a-hat osteopathy does—gives liberty
to the blood, nerves and arteries.
Dr. G. B Froage, 616 Broadway,
Pleine 1417
•
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year •
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
• •
S
'
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'our Jemi-Annual gre-)nventorti
`Clearance Jae
'foul on.
'exceptional opportuntiq for the
economical Wma s Niger.
LOCAL NEWS
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company. in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ease
gent livery rip. Palmer Transfer Co.
-Forms ter real estate agents for
Miele at this office.
-Mr. H. C. Hotline has left the
city for a few months, and I have ate
quared an Interest in his business and
shall look after it for him. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of it will receive prompt at-
tention If you will call up The Sun.
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax-
ton.
-Order your eagraved calling
cards for . ChtListaaa and Chrlirtmas
F1fETrom The SUD at once.. 100
cards and plate $1.20.
-For numbering machines, band
daters, rubber type and stencils of all
kiwis, call an The Diamond Stamp
Works, 115 South Third. Phones 358.
-104 visiting cards and plate for
$1-154 at The Sun, special prices for
the holidays.
Chicken, teed, pigeon feed, order
shell, Lee's lice killer, leg bands, in-
cubators, brooders, etc., at NE J. Yopp
Seed Co.
-The Sun is showing the prettiest
lines of fancy stationery for the hop-
days Pau will see anywhere. CHise
your order at once, for Christmas.
-City sulascribere to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notafy our col-
lectors or make the requests d!rect
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing CO.
-Place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Pianos and Organs for Xmas
presents. new and seeond-hand, at
low prices and easy pay meets, 311
Broadway:. Phone 573-R. V. H.
Thomas, manager.
-Books always make acceptable
gifts. If you want to send something
appropriate and pleasing to your
friends, send books; their contents
always give pleasure. A fine line at
R. D. Clements & Co.
-The Ladies' Mite society of the
Fret Baptist church will meet to-
morrow afternoon at 3 o'cloek with
Mrs. J. S. Cheek, 314 North Sixth
street.
Mr. J. 11i. Dunn went. to Memphis
on/business yesterday.
Ambre Royale
with its faint, elusive sweetness
Bouquet Farnese
that Is delicate,subtle and lasting
Cytise
inspired by the sweet, dainty
odor of Wildflowers, ad
Extra Violette
redolent with the breath of fresh
field flowers.
The above are a few sug-
gestions from our big line of
flue imported perfumes.
As Xmas presents they are
a pleasure and compliment to
any refined lady, and they do
credit to the sender. ,Let us
show you.
.re,...e 66666
•w
coruggoascis
Fe sad Broadway. Odd. Palmy base.
IN THI COURTS
In Hankruptcp‘
By order of Referee Bagby the fac-
tory terildlin and real estate of the
Paducah Furniture edanufacturina
company %III be eold at public auc-
tion the second Monday in January.
The emote.) will also be ordered to
nispuee of the remainder of the Otoch
on hand, belonglirg to the bankrupt
estate, to the highest bidder.
.In Circuit Court.
A' auk was filed in cirsult court to-
day by Mrs. Mettle D. Taughes agaktet
S. L. Dale, seheluistrator of the ea-
tate of R. H. Dale, asking for a set-
tlement and division of the estate of
R. H. Dale, and enjoining S. L. Dale
from colleting rents on the property
belonging to the estate.
In Police _Court
Henry 'McReynolds', colored, -Was
fined $50 for striking Henrietta,
Morrow.
Marriage License.
.Richard Allen and Lizzie Rowatt.
Dr. Clifford Harkey and Genie
Haddox.
DENT WILL, 150 YEARS' OLD.
FOUND IN ANTIQUE DESK.
Comberland, Md.. Dee.
ward G. Keller, while ransackieg an
old, desk tads', came aavaiss the wi:1
of the late Peter Dent, grand-father
of the late Mrs. (leant, wife of Glen.
Ulysses 8. Grant. • Mr. Keller ob-
tabned possession of the desk by per.
chase at the gale of the late Beale-
min R. Simpson. It is a peculiarly
constructed piece of furniture, and
contains hidden drawers or plgeoa
The testator, at the time he made
the will,, was evidently the owner df
a large number of slaves", beemse he
devises to each member of his large
family of zelatives from one to two
negroes. The will is dated October
5, 1751, end'is legible.
The grandparents of Mrs. Grant
and other relatives are buried B.
Rosehill cemetery. Cumberland.
Three Seek Smith's Seat.
Herrin, Ill., Dec. 12-.C. J. Page,
of Marion, Ill., will not be in the race
to succeed -the late Congressman
George W. Smith, of the Twenty-
fifth district, against whom he
waged a strong fight a year ago. a:
E. Denison. of Marlon, will be the
only candidate from Willomson
county. John Herbert, of Merphys-
boro, will be Jackson countyas fav-
orite soh, and the southern end of
the district has united for Mayor
George 'lemons, of Cairo.
Home New Tunes for the Rink.
The following telegram has been
received by the Auditorium rink:
Cincinnati. 0., Dec. 11, 19.07.
Auditorium Rink, Paducah, Ka,
We are expressing you today tha
following music: "Zenda waltzes."
"A dream of heaven," "Moonlight-
and "Somebody's sweetheart I -want
to be."
RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO.
The above new pieces have arrived
and will be played at the rink to-
night.
Three Real Estate Bargelne.
A 3-story brick Broadway business
house between 1st and 24 streets.
$5,000.
An 8-room two-story North Sixth
street house; furnace, bath, stable.
72 foot lot, between Monroe and
Madison; $6,500.
60 acre country home; one of the
finest and most modern houses in the
county. House on., high elevation,
$15,000. Lees than cost
Owner golhat away. Liberal dis-
(vaunt for cash. Some cme.,telli_get a
BARGAIN. Act today if you are Nter-
feted Whittemore Real Estate
Agency, Fraternity Building. Both
phones 836.
•
$15,000 10 Per Cent Investment.
Three-story brick bulsiness hlock
Broadwky between Second and Thad
street*. Dot 24115 feet. building
in fine shape, -tan team three year&
4,a  at 11,500 ner VPUr Ar  _______
tereet gross. $6,000 cash, balance 6
per cent.
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATH
AGENCY. Fraternity Building
Both- phones &851
THE PADUCAH. EVENING SUN
-A-
m atteucled the !nail-e fort, %here they
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Dance for Popular Vilitor. .
A number of the younger socilety
boys will give a dance this evening
at the Red Men's hell in compliment
to Miss Tess Manning, of St. Louis,
wheels visiting her sister, Mrs. J. B.
Thomas, at the Leech apartments.
Magazine Club Being Entertained.
M's Ora Leigh is hosteee to the
M. aazine club this afternoon at the
apartmente of Mts. Hubbard S.
\Ni•l]s, in the Empire fiats. '
Aiu i Asociation to Present At-
tractive Program.
The Alumni Association of the Pal
duce,h High school will meet Friday
afternoon promptly at 3:30 o'clock
in eta High school auditorium. The
members are asked to be present and
on time. An attractive program will
be readerad as follows:
1. Piano duet-Mrs. Lela Ware;
Lewis and Miss Courtie Pureear.
2. Paper, Raphael-Mrs. Hal
Corbet. ••
3. Vocal Letha Pur-
year.
4. Reacilug -Mire Anna Larkin.
Bride-Elect Prominently Related and
Popular Here.
Invitations have been received in
Paducah to the approactIng marriage
of Mists Nora Fasteele Fowler. of Paris,
Texas, and the Rev. William Parker
Neilsen, of Oklahoma City, Okla. The
wedding will take place On Wednes-
day, December 18, at Perla, and ;hey
will go to Oklahoma City to reside
Miss Fowler is a grand-daughter of
Johearowler, A former Kentucklun,
&gnat a brother of the late Judge W.
10. Feteler, ,atel Is a relative of the
Fowlee families of Paducah. She is
an attractive girl and wax a popular
guest of her cousins here several
summersago. Her fiance is a promi-
nent Presbyterian minister of Okla-
tonra City.
_ 111101011.71 Ten,
The Woman's Auxiliary of Grace
Episcopal church will have its Mis-
sionary Tea for December on Friday
afternoon at 3 o'clock in the parlors
of the parish house. The general
topic for discussion is: "The Whole
Duty of the Whole Church Is to
Preach the Whole Gospel to the
Whole World," will be outlined as
follows:
a. "The Society for the Propa-
gation of the Gospel-Miss Gould.
b. the Church Missionary So-
cietya.--Mes. Lucy Roblou Ford.
c. The Bible Societies-Mrs. Roy
Mt Eta nay.
Current events.
Hrizin ---"Ye Christian Heralds. Go
proclaim."
Mr. A. L. Hay, of Murray, is in the
city today.
Mrs. Mildred Parnell, of New York
is the guest of her sheer, Mrs. Tho.s.
C. Leech 10a Fountain avenue.
Mrs. George Katterjohn, who has
been quite ill at her' home, 1126 Jef-
ferson street, is reported better tai-
day.
Chief Charles - McNutt, of the May-
field police department, was in the
city the. moroing en route to Cairo.
Mr. D. I.. Redden and Dr. William
Mason. of Mnrray. were here this
morr ,ak
The wise bird will
settle here for picking
up all the details of cor-
rect dress.
Everything right here
and everything that's
here is right.
This week we open
our specials in neck-
wear, shirts, handker-
chiefs and mufflers-
just arrived for the holi-
day season.
See the new steamer
rug in window.
4.11. oas .
gura: ceremouls. -
Meeers. T. C. Leech, Geoige Emery
and George 0. McBroom have re-
turned from Frankfort.
Mayor-elect James P. Smith has re-
turned from Frankfort.
Mr. and Mrs. William Webb tu-e at
home to their friends at the Palmer
House. They will not go to Mari-
nette, Wis., for the holidays.
Dr. Charles R. Light-foot, who went
to hie home in Haweeville about eight
weeks ago, and was taken down with
rhenmatism, is expected to return to
Paducah about the first of the year.
Policeman James Gray is seriously
ill at his home on Langstaff avenue
and may not recover. He is suffering
from a complication of d.seasee.
ENSK1N PRIT('H.titt)
Forced to Resign From Navy for
Good of Service.
•
Wasbingtom Dec. 12.-Ensign
Earl Pritchard, of Indianapolis, has
been, dismissed from the United
States navy for the good of the eery
toe. The decision to force his resig-
nation was reached last week after
the officials of the navy department
and the preeldent had gone tbor-
eughly Into an indisereet romance to
which Pritchard is said to have been
a party. He was dropped from tee
rolls Friday.
Every effort is being made by
Washington officials 'who are familiar
with the details of the ease to pro-
tect the name of the woman. She Is
said to be little more than 20 years
of age, beautiful, aceompashed and
the daugliter of a family of some
prominence in the capital.
ROOT IS TO REMAIN IN
CABINET UNTIL MARCH 4.
Washington, Dec. 12 --Robert
Bacon, assistant seeretai y of state,
today asserted that Elihu Root, sec-
retary of state, will remain in,, Presi-
dent Romievelt's cabiret until Merin
4, 1909. Mr. Bacon was with the
ereeident for some time immediately
following the cabinet meeting. As
he left the white house he was asked
the direct question as to Mr. Root's
feitIteitientartid nlii succeagon o e
cabinet place. "You can add with
authority," he said, "that I will re
main in my present position as first,
assistant secretary of state until
that date also-that is." and the
eeeretara smiled, "if the president
and arr. -Root want nie to do ea."
STRANGER PASSES AWAY
AT RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL.
James Kane died at the Riverside
hospital this morniegat 11 o'clock.
He was take% to the hospital in a
dying condition_ Dr. ,,}{earn was
called but could not give any medi-
cal assistance. Death was due to
adema of the lungs. Mr. Kane was
31 years old and Heed in Milwaukee.
Wis. He was only in the hospital a
few hours.
Falls in Love With Stowaway
New York, Dec. 13.-Although he
says he has loved her devotedly sine..
the first moment he east eyee on her.
Manuel Rodriguez wilt not be allow-
ed to marry Marie Tallier's,. The im-
migration authorities will not per-
mit it. Marie reached Providence,
I., a few days ago on the steamer
Mary Stafford from Hayti. Marie
stole aboard the schooner In Hayti
and stowed herself away. She was
found and turned over to the au-
thorities, Rodiguez first saw her
standing defiantly on the pier in
Providence, and straightway fell in
love with her. She was brought to
New York and although Rodriguez
stated that be was anxious to marry
her, the authorities decidad that un-
der the law she must be returned to
Hay S.
an
Moran Meets ARAI.
San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 12.-
Owen Moran, of England, and Abe
Well, of this city, will fight twenty-
five rounds for the world's feather-
weight championship in San Fran-
cisco on New Year's day. The con-
test will take place in the Colma
arena, and will commenve at 2:1.5.
ieffriets will be chosen reJeree. The
men have agreed to weigh in at 151
pounds two hours and a half before
entering the ring. They will box for
ea per cent, of the gate receipts, of
which 6e per cent, will go to the Win
tier and le per cent. to the lover.
Each fighter has deposited $1,500
as a guarantee to make the required
weight.-
Must Pay Earthquake bosses.
Kingston, Dec 12.-The Sun Fire
insurance company lost its second
insurance cam today, the jury find-
ing that the premises of the general
commissioner here were destroyed by
fire before the earthquake. The in-
surance case at Montenegro bay also
ended in. a victory for the pallor
holders, the jury finding that the fire
at Kingston originated prior to the
earthquake.
TO CAPT. L. D. PELL
Well Known River Man Fatal-
ly Stricken Yesterday
Came of River Stock and His Father
Co 666666 ended Eke Boats in Hal-
cyon Days of Long Age.
LOVING FATHER AND HUSBAND
Capt. Louie D. Pell, 62'years old,
confederate veteran) and one of the
beet knowo steamboat men on the
rivers, died at 9:15 o'clock last night
at bits home, 315 Madison street.
after a brief illness. He was strieken
while on his boat, the American, be-
low afechanicebiurg, preparing to go
imp the Tennessee river after a tow
of timber. He was hurried, home,
where physitians saw his condition
was critical, and he gradually sank,
with intervals of rationality, until
the end. Ile had been ill a week,
but was much better when he re-
sumed command of his boat at Abe
wharf yesterday morning. The Amer-
ican, in command of Captain aLe
thew*, went on no the river.
The funeral will take place tomor-
row afternoon at 2 o'clock at the resi-
dence. the Rev. Mr. Balabaugn offi-
ciating. The services at the grave
will be in charge of the Masons, and
the Golden Cross will participate.
The pallbearers from the Masons
will be Harry R. Hank and George
Ingram; from the Golden Cross.
J. H. Burnett. The other pallbear-
ers will be Judge E. H. Puryear and
Captain Michael Williams.
Captain Pea came of river aneea-
try. 1149 father, Captain Charles Pea,
commanded one of the Mississippi
river palaces before the war and les
hall-brother, Captain Edward Pell, is
isteamer
Mr. Louis Pell learned the steam-
boat business in detail, being consid-
ered one of the most efficient. thor-
ough and popular of commanders,
having had charge of the leading
steamers p'ying the Ohio, 'Mississippi
and Tennessee rivers.
lie had commanded craft of every
nature and for years `the United
States government had him in charge
of sonic of its !Inept craft. He was
noted for his kindness find amiability
toward his crews. Recently he had
been in charge of the American,
owned by the American Oak and
Leather company, of New Decatur,
Ala.
Captain Pen was a most devaed
father and husband. Besides his wife,
Mrs. Bailie Asithrook Pell, to whom
he was marled October 1, 1575, he is
survived by one daughter, Mrs. Linda
Townsend. and one grandson. His
surviving sisters are Mrs, Merlon
Boyd, of this city; Mrs. Woodson. of
California. His half sister le Mrs.
larniehaw, who lives in New York,
and his half brother, Captain Edward
PeA, is a well known pilot on a St.
Louis and Tennessee river line boat.
Captain Pell was a devout and con-
sistent member of the Christian
church.
He was a member of Company D.
Third Kentucky regiment, in the Con-
federate army.
Mr. E. H. Harriman Not Seriously Ill
New York, Dec. 12.-E. H. Harri-
man he suffering from a cold and has
not been at his office since ;Monday.
A report that Mr. Harrimait is seri-
ously ill was denied at his office. It
•was said "that he has a cold and is
I taking care of it."
We advise early buying on -bony
!wreaths this season. We have them
eaereetteettriteiteereerwie---- a•-
! Ca h. BRUN.7SON & CO.."
529 Broadway.
IA/ST 23 YEARS.
Clutries Werner, Mourned as Dead.
Has Iteturned H .
New York, Dec. 12.-Lost to his
relatives and friends for twenty-
three years, and for many years
mourned as dead. Charles Werner
has returned to his old home in
Brooklyn Since he left, home Wer-
ner's father and mother have died.
but he still has three brothers and
three sisters living in Flatbush. They
failed to recognize him on his re-
turn and he was finally Identified by
an old blacksmith about whose forge
he used to play when a boy. Werner
is now a wealthy renal, owner and
lives with his wife anti children near
Abe, Okka. When he reaahed Brook-
lyn, Werner discovered that there Is
a small fortune awaiting tam which
was left by an uncle in Germany. He
has been declared legally dead, but
will take steps to have himself de-
clared legally alive again. Werner
ran away from home when he was 14
years of age, having become en-
amoured of the west by seeing a wild
west show in Brooklyn.
Morocco Yields All Points,
Rabat, Morocco. Dec. 12.-The
French and the Spanish missions to
the. Moroacen government have
treanght their negotiations with the
foreign board to a successful ten-
clesioe and the diplomatists will
leave here tomorrow.
The foreign board has agreed to
accept the demands made by France
and Spain in the matter of contra-
band of war, to the immediate inaug-
uration of the international police
force, to the construction of a sew-
erage system at Tangier at (ewe and
other ports later, to the application
of article 60 of the Algeciras pact
regarding the acquisition of property
by Europeans.
The tax on merchandise in tran
abolished,
PAor wire
1101111,1111111111111111111111MIffinW 
'HART'S HERE
With the Stuff
4 Xmas Presents
The above new toy is a
Coaster that needs no snow. It runs like the
wind can he guided or instantly stopped; is a
splendid toy for all the year.
This is the year for useful
Presents and Hart has just that kind. The en-
tire line is composed of big values at the price;
even the 10c articles art great ones.
The assortment is well up
in all modern presents for all ages and sizes.
Hart can show you something new, attractive,
useful, pretty and at a price that is within reach
of any purse.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
'WANT ADS.  t
A i-f-ri-r+ 4
Subscribers insertiug want ads in
The Sun sill kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid ter
when the ad is inserted, the rule ap-
plying to every one without exeeo-
time
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
ROOMS tot runt 1218 Clay.
MITCHELLS for hattegraCle bicy-
cle., 326-328 South Third street
FOR haattug mai sto.411iood Bag
437 P'. Lavin.
FOR Disi wuij, o.d pbcieti•
3361.
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with
chair Apply at this office.
WANTED-Two boarders. Carl'
412 Adams.
RENT=-firo-con-necting-roorn-s
for bight housekeeping. All modern
conveniences; 1209 Jefferson.
THREE ROOM house for rent;
1030 Monroe. F. M. Fisher.
FOR RENT-Furnished room
with board, 326 South Third.
FOR SALE-Interest in paying
barber shop. Address - M.. care Sun.
FOR RENT-Furnished room, all
modern conveniences. Apply 615
North Fourth street. Old phone 1498.
J. E. MORGAN horse shoeing,
general repairing, rubber tires, 448
South Third, Dallas, Tex Dec. 12.-An Austin
story frame 
cottage 
at 333 North there upon good authority that the
FOR RENT-The seven room. one oPechil to the News says it is reported
Seventh. Apply to Dr. G. 
Etroob!
obig life insurance companies, all of
  which retired from Texas on July 1WANTED--To rent house or cot-1
tage by permanent tenauL 
Addressibecautse of the enactment of the Rob-
SALESMAN ter lot,
ern town. Splendid proposition fur
%see' wan. Oklahoma, rare Sun.
FOR RENT-Two-story brick res-
idence with eight rooms and all
modern conveniences, 50.1 Madison
street. Apply to Mrs. A. 8. Debee7.
FOR SALE OR RENT-52 acre
firm one mile from union depot.
Good house and' mineral well. Phone
1627, ring 5.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neau
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work called for and deavered. Olt
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, Soatt
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
338-a.
FORTUNDTOLLING - Consult
Ranbouda-Gypsy fortune teller.
Truthful predictions, reliable adv:ce,
practical. trustworthy business math-
oda. Ladies 25 cents, gentlemen 54
cents. Hours 10 to 9. Camp in for
est park itowlarrdtown, "lighted by
electricity."
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able.
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35; citizens of the United
States, of good character and tern
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. Men wanted now
for service in Cuba. For informanoe
apply to Recruting Officer, New Rale
mend House. Paducah. KT.
INSURANCE CMIPANIEs.
Are to Return to Texas After a
Year's Retirement,
P. G. M., care Sun. •
NICE FURNISHED room with CI
modern eon Ten fences. Gent lensan
preferred. Inquire 713 Kentucky Ave_
FOR RENT-One nice room for
gentlemen, bath and other conven-
iences, 626 Kentucky avenue.
FOR SALE CHEAP--One fine
black mare. Apply at 213 South
Third. Phone 699.
FOR ALL kinds of grate and chim-
ney l'epairing and steamboat furnace
work ring obd phone 832.
FOR SALD-New Standard sew-
ing machine, only $20. Address E.
E., care Sun.
FOR RENT-Three-room house
433 Adams street. Apply to :02
North Seventh. Phone 1325.
FOR RENT-Two furnished
rooms. Bath and all modern conven-
iences, 918 Broadway.
FOR R-E--lT-A suite of furnistiea
rooms to gentlemen. Over Irereon &
Wallace's drug store. Seventh and
Washington streets.
MEN-Our catalogue explains how
we teach barber trade in few weeks.
Mailed free. Moler Barber College,
SL Louis. Mo.
DON'T FORGET the Hole-in-the-
Wall, ,111% South Third street, for
chile-con-carne, tamales and sand-
wiches of aid kinds.
FOR V grapione
and 29 records. Cord. $105, will sell
for $35 if sold at once. Address M.
E., care Sun,
gi-e-rd elate woman
to help to do general housework
Apply 918 Broadway, or both phones
CAT!) (stales's° explains
how we- teach hairdreeelok meniene
Judge W. A. Berry and C. C. Gleam- fag, facial massage, etc., In few
The wise saladi boy laughs beet ham left early that morning for weeks. Mailed free. healer Oalleete..„/ Witten the teaches lane* iCiarention, Ark., on legal business. Rt. bouia, Mo.
ertson law requiring them to invest
75 per cent of their Texas reserve in
certain Texas securities, and to de
posit same within this state, are to
rettersao--Textra -on January- 1. The
law permits the insurance commis-
sioner to waive any requirement the
companies show would be injurious
to their policy holders or impossible
of fulfillment, and It is said that un-
der this authority an agreement has
been reached whereby the companies
are to return and immediately make
large invetements in. Texas.
Whipped the Game Warden,
Gallatin, Tenn., Dec. 12.-While
resisting arrest, Ed Snow was fired
at by Game Warden Rule Austin,
near Portland, this county, but asthe•
gun used was a pistol. Snow was un-
injured. Atter the shot was fired
Snoat used a stick on the officer and,
it is sand, ran him home. It is un-
derstood that Austin was attempting
to arrest Snow for hunting in viola-
tion of the game laws. After the
trouble Austin went to Magistrate
Joe King to give himself up. but was
told that he was not wanted.
$2.'50 House.
We offer a new Mechaniceburg
house, near big mills. 40 foot lot.
Pays 20 per cent gross.
WHITTEM9RE REAL ESTATE
'AGENCY, Fraternity Bulld:ng.
Both phones 835.
Notice.
All members of Manchester Grove
are requested to meet. with Mrs.
Mike Iseman tomorrow. Friday, the
13th, toareenge fia ' Greve
....L.. re.- •
IsemanA11-: -
••
-When the "place to live" prob-
lem begins to look ornate:us, simplify
It he a "rifler watch'  ufl 15 ado, for
a (es day*.
•••11•1111111••••••
Lthve Us a Share of
Your
r=-I N SU RA CE:=,
E. J. PAXTON Sic LILLARD SANDERS
Phone 118. Phone 765.
I All Kinds of Insurance
iktemseumesessweim ,wwwwwwsweee,
The leaved (isleftain.
When J)r. AMA. tIh5i€4419r. oI
the Christian VairVILIL641 C0440#44.
lated upos the honor done him whets
the emperor of Japan bestowed upon
him the Order of the Risinfe Sun, he
laughed and said: "Yes, my new
oration makes me feel very proud. I
feet as proud, in fact. aa a Highland
chief, and no one could be prouder•
than that.
"A curtain earl," he went on.
• "once gave a dinner in honor of a
great Highland chief who rarely
came down from the hills.
"though there were many illustri:
out; persons at this dinner. the moue
Highland chief was curt and haughty
with the !modest.
"When the coffee came on. Ape
host, leading his Highlaze guestvup
and down the great hall, asked hii.t
what he thought of ,the company.
" 'Och.' said the chleffitim—they'l-
no bad. They're no bad chicle.'
"Then be frowned and pronently
swelling unt his broad chest, struck
it. wpw., ,
  vitp.„,414a, he cried, 'I
never met a man' yet wha was the
equal o' --The Circle Mag-
aZine.
se"
His Opiation.
Pendaily—Now, candidly, what
do you think of my book'?
Grimshaw—Well, I always did ad-
mire the courage of a man who, with-
out knowing how to write, writes on
a stale et of which he knows nothing.
November Smart Set.
It makes some women awfull)
hip) to b., 'Iorry fur vornebtely.
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised in this
paper are on sale at
McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway.
BACK UP YOUR  COUPON BONDCRAY MATTER WITH
•
USE
COUPi©. MORD
for Lette-rs
that...Count
One year or fifty year's from now, your Letters in
other people's tiles will look as well as Cie day they
were received if they are written on
@©UPgRg,13©HB
COUP° J ISOND betters by age, because it is nude slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper
in sking and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. You
have to build a sheet of paper. That is wily a blind man_ could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers
The "feel" would tell him the character of the paper. Itv
strength and surface would tell the story of slow, careful manu-
facture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters that have to count. Try it for
yourself. Make an exoriment. Get a month's supply of
Coupon Bond from your printer and cheek up results.
The SUN Job Office
Both Phones 358.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great dea: cheaper to Veto annual subscriptions to sev-
eral magazines at the some time and eder thetneltel together from
as. than it is to buy the same Magazines tenger or su*ribe to them
sepaeateiy. Combleasion club offers are now made by which sub-
set-there td WeVerte neaira7tnes an secure bargain -Preis, sometimes
getting three or four matizines for the price of one or two. Sub-
scriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may be-
gin with any month. Let us know what magazines you are tak-
:ng now or what magazines you want to take 'next year, and we will
quote the combination price, showing saying to be effected.
SAMPLE
MeClure's Magazine $1.50
or American
Reader Magazine.... 3.00
Metropolitan ..1.50
or World Today
or Woman's Homo  
Companion sr,.00
e All for $3.00, Half Price
Reader M-1'..7:1z!-Ie $1 .00
Revlew of Reviews ..3.00
Or Out Mg
or Ainslee's
or Smart Set  
$1 .00
Both for e3.00, Half Price
Home Magazine ....$1.00
McClure's
or Coemopolital)
or American
or Succees
$2.50
Both for $1 .0*
Complete Subscription Catalogue; with beautiful Harrison Flatter
cover, listing all magazines singly and in club* at lowest rates, sent
you free on receipt of postal card request.
Central Magazine Agency - • Indianapolis, Indiana.
'rbe Hobbs-Merrill Company.
BARGAINS.
Cosmopolitan ... • .$1.00
Home Magazine • . ..1.00
4
Success ....1.00
or American
$3.00
All for $2.30
Weekly Inter Green
and Farmer ....MOO
McCall's Magazine .. .50
(with pattern)
Homo Magazine.... 1.06
$2.50
All for $1.23, Half Price
Deeigner.. ..$0.50
(with fashions)
Oosmopolitan r.00
Reader Magazine ... 3.00
$4.50
All for $2.80
HOG COMBINE
• TAWNEY, Of' SdINNESOTA,
SAY1.4 "I DID."
How He Liutd t p ellenibere Agate's(
N. le, Ohio and
gain. .
Washington, D. C.. Dee. - -
"Who kil.ed the hog combiner'
"I di" said big Jim Tawney, of
I4Jnnesota "With my little /..13tutfi-
d.-tve game in politics. I killed the
hog combine."
'rhat the fatuous combine which
has directed the organdeation (Kittle
houee of representatives since the
Republioa.ns obtainied control in the
elfty fou-th comeress is dead, or at
keen no longer-a dominant factor in
a nutjortty of caucuses), was demon-
strated when Samuel . Langpne of
Minnesota was nieminatee for post-
naster Of the house ovei James ('be.
shy,, of Ohio. Strangely enomgh, the
fact has hitherto escaped public ea-
ten don.
It is a matter of coneiderdifle im-
portance, foreeeadowing, as it does,
the probability of a- generae Ted's-
tribution of offices' in die Sixteeth
congress, should the Republicans ob-
tain a majority in that bode.
The "hoe' combeteet it is believed,
was the outcome of plane originated
be Representative William Alexis
Stone, of Pennsylvania, who since
then becarne governor of that cone
ieonwealth.
Tee "combine" had for its nucleus
delegations from New York, Penn-
sylvania, Ohio and Michigan—ninety
votes.
Tawsey "(Inches" His fluusces.
lt,'heti Mr. McElroy, , the' -house
postmaster, died lost August, Mx
Tawney thought }items. an oppor-
tunity to drive the "combine" out of
!sus:nese and, to seeure the office for
a constituent of fil s own, and at once
began an a-tive canvass tor support
In states outside of the "eomblne,"
and when he came to Washington' a
few days before the meeting of con-
grete he had the place "cinched"
for his men.
Mr. Burton was busy teeth his may-
oralty campalen in Cleveland and
  a-tension to the matter of a
rusetsor to Meeeroy undi alter elec-
tion day. Doubtless he believed the
combine was still in good working
order and depended upon it to make
a place for Mr. Cassidy, who would
be out of bls job as clerk of the com-
mittee on' rivers and harbors by rea-
son of his' patron's refuell to serve
further .as its chairman. The Ohio
deleghtion 'nettle house wait loyal
and sympathetic and voted its sup-
port to Mr. Cassidy the day after
Burton's defeat for ma:eer.
Burton Finds Figlit Over.
The members of the "combine"
nele grief solekin upon arrival ill
Wa-hington to attend the caucus and
reproa. heel Mr. Tassieen with Italie"
eirreptitious methods to accomplisb
hi g purpose.
That gentleman told them that be
had merely sought the' support for
his own man outside the states hav-
ing candidates for the office, in or-
der "not to complicate matters."
In searching for votes Mr. Burton
found that Mr. Tawney, as a pros-
pective chairman of the committee
on appropriations, was a much more
fascinating and attractive campaign-
er than himself.
No longer in charge of the "porn
barrel" no river and harbor insprove-
ments, and despite the previous gen-
erous distribution of ,juicy morselts,
empervised leyehim. his fa'vorite war-
lee 'now Is the refrain:
"The mill will never grind
With he water that has past."
He v,:ontlers who it was that des
fined gratitude as a "lively expecta-
tion of favors to come."
Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Prepara-
tions for
We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of,the city.
Both phones 756.
S. II. WINSTEAD
Drugglast
Seventh and Broadway.
Free
Catarrh
Cure
Had Breath, Ii'llawkiag, Ranging
lit the Ears, Deane*" Madams
aud Spitting quickly Cared.
BOTAN'C BLOOD BAR
The Remedy vskiells Cares.,,Ca-
(mirk by Kitties Sb. catarrsal
Pol•on mid Purifying the Blood.
LARUE SAMPLE FREE.
von tomme set neglect illockargen of
liersEAslato IELLOW MATTER fawn
eke Kum, ledge and Throat.
CATARRH I$ NOT ONLY DANGER-4
OUS in this way, but it cause* ulcera-
tion", blesth and decay of bOaes, kills
ambition, often causes loss of appetite,
and reaches to general debility, idiocy
•tm,l insanity. It needs attention at
once. ('ure it by taking Botanic Bleed
Balm (IS. B. B.) It is a quick, radical,
permanent cure because it rids the sys-
tem of the poison germs that cause
catarrh. Arthe same time Bleed liaise
(B. B. B.) purifies the blood. does eway
with every symptom of catarrh. B. n.
B. sends a tingling flood of warm, rich;
pure blood direct to the paralyzed
nerves en,d parts affected by catarrhal
poison. giving warmth and strength
Just where it Is needed, and in this way
making a perfect, lasting cure of ca-
tarrh In all its forms.
When we nay that B. B. B. cures we
mean a real cure and this We guarantee
B. B. B. has cared thousands of catarrh
eases—even the most deep-seated kind
—after/every other treatment had failed
B. B. It. does this because it reaches the
cause of all the trouble: Daniel; Poi-
soned and Diseased Blood. Just try B.
It. B. for Catarrh and you will get well
surety and quickly.
Bc.tanie Blood Babe (B. B. B.) is
pleasant and, sate to take; composed of
pure Botanic Ingredients. KAMPLE
SENT FREE by writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga. BOLD BY DRITOGISTS, or
sent by express. At It PER LARGE
BOTTLE. With complete directions for
home cure.
Sold In Paducah. Ky.. by R. W.
Walker & Co., W. J. Gilbert. Lang
. Alvey & List.
OWNERS 'VOTE ASSESSMENT.
Shareholders of Suspended Califor
nle concern Meet obligatione.
San Francisco, Dee. 12.—At
meeting of stockholders of the sus-
pended Californie Safe peposlt and
Trust company this morninee. 14,0010
sharer of stock being represented, it
was decided to levy an as sent on
14 eiter----ertecithrsidertr praviae
means to meet its obligations. Stock
held by cLrectors as not represented
'A committee alto was appornted
froir the stockholders to ask for the
resignation' of the present directors
and also to remove President Walker
It is sought to appoint a new board
and supplant J. Dalzell Brown, who
I s still in jail here.
Two hundred Wen and women de-
Poeitors in the trust company also
held a meeting and appointed a com-
mittee to confet with viler groups
of depositors and to arrange for a
general mara meeting of all -depos-
itors to beheld this week. Two rep
resmteeves of the district attor.ney's
office are eramining the affair* of
the suspended bank with a view off.
ascertaining whether or not there
has been any criminal m snranage-
!tient br nesappropriation of funds.
President Walker errived here last
night from' Santa Barbara and wae
released on bail of $75,000.
What He Didn't Know.
Irate Pa-Nee. rm going to pueisli
you and don't try that innocent genie
oil nee I know nil the wicked things
you've done today.
Wielf. No. you' don't. You don't
know where ! ye bid the strap you lice
me with. Once a Week.
Important Move By Methodists.
LouevIlle, Dec. 12.—The Metes
League of the Fourth Avenue Metho-
dist church, South, held its regular
monthly meeting last night in the
league room of the cbureh. The
topic of the evening was "Education
in Kentucky." Prof. H. K. Taylor,
of the Kentucky Wesleyan College.
was the speaker of the occasion, and
made a very interesting and Instruc-
tive talk on the topic. The follow-
ing resoluelon was passed by the
league:
"Resolvee, First, that the educe*
Herta' work of Southern Methodism
in Kentucky should be corttielated.
"Resolved, Second. that Methodism
In Kentucky ought to unite ie
porting one collegiate institute:'
This melon taken on the part of
this 'elect's following action taken
at the last FOORC1013 of the Louisville
conference of the 'Methodist Episco-
pal church, Solith, appointing a com-
mission to ce-operate with a like
commission it) the Kentucky confer-
ence of the' Methodist Episcopal
church, South, looking toward a bet-
ter educational condition in the
Methodist church, is very signifi-
cant.
"Sir," remailted the solemn trav-
eler, "you appear to be one who is
making 'the gone tight.'"
"Well," replied the clerical looking
stranger., "I'm sometimes accused of
making the wend and the bad onset
'tight.' I'm a whisky diseiler.—Cath-
one Standard sad Nut,.
SALBS!IAN GRADERS
WILL BE, EXAMINED BY TOBAC-
• CO ASSOCIATION.
Will Meet at Guthrie., Ky., December
19-4%. Rue. pf Di.
• rectera.
The board Of directors of the
Planters' Protective amosiation ap-
t/Muted Mr. F. el. Ewing to choose a
board oi examiners, whose date- it
wile be to muse upon the -competeney
of the graders and the salesmen' to
be employed during the sales season
of the 1907 crop of tobacco. The
board also deemed it advisable for
the salesmen to diocese among them
selves the 'oust perfect system of
conducting uniform sales. All
.graders and saiestann are requeited
to Meet the board of examinees. at
Guthrie, December 19. •
BOATS COLLIDE.
•
One Narrowly Escape. sinking-11/4o
Pas:wagers Killed.
New York, Dec. 11.—The Fall
River Line 'steamer Proeidence was
In collision with, and but nerrowly
escaped sinking, the crowded Eat*
river ferry boat layt night. The lat-
ter craft lost a portion of her super-
structure, aed her passengers were
thlown into a panic during which, it
is reported, a man and woman jump-
ed overboard and were drowned.
This report could not be tonfirmed
nd so far as is definitely known no
one was killed or seriously tnjured
It was definitely determined today
that no loee of life occurred. A wee
man plunged overboasd, but a negro
rescued her.
TRIES RESCUE: KILLS BROTHER.
Negro Leads elerb in Attempt to Free
Prisoner and Fire's Fatal Shot.
Carrolton, Ala., Dec. .12.--Wile
Low, a 'negro, arrested for steal ee
cotton, was killed today by his own
',mother, who headed a rescue part)
wheels fired on, Constable Wiglowe.
who was taking the prisoner to jail.
The constable mese_ only  jeigh_tle
wounded, but was left for dead by
the fifty fiegroes who composed the
mob. Fifteen arrests have been made
and a eurtber outbreak on the part
of the negroes is feared.
Cat Show Judges Kept ortJump.
Chicago. Dec. 11.—Judges at the
National Cat Show of Amerec,a had
their hands full this year trying te
I ride points in the felines competing
for prizes. It is said that neyer be-
fore in a show given by this club
have the entries been so lerge'or so
tine. 'Every class _wets filled and ale
moat every cat appeared at first
glance to be a prize winner.
Much Interest was aroused by the'
announcement that Sir Thomas Lip-
ton was one of the cup winners. Sir
Thotnas is a fine, short-fiaired cat of
the Maltese breed, belonging to Mrs.
W. F. Lipton. Lady Grey, another
eat of the short-hatred variety, be-
longing to Mrs. J. °extreme of Lam-
board, Ill., was a prize winner.
• Competition was close anteing the
Persians and Angoras.
Cherry Juice
COUGH SYRUP
Relieves at once, and cures
permanently all coughs and
. affections of the bronchial
tubes.
Large Beide 25c
Monty back if not satisfied.
c PHERSON'S
Drug Store
Sole agents Eastman's Kodaks
-- and Huyler's candy.
F. H. NIEMAN
314 Broadway
TRUNK AND LEATHER 6000S STORE
We are displaying a very
complete line of Trunks,
Grips, Suit- Cases and all
kinds of Leather Goods and
our prices are most moderate.
You will find that best values
and lowest prices are the poli-
cy of this concern
In our mod)rn factory we
will do all kinds of repair
work and build to order
Trunks, fiampleaCases, etc.
HOW HE HAS
MADE A SUCCESS'
L. 1. Cooper Tells Chicago Reporter Why
He Accomplishes So Much.
•••
No men in recent years has been "I have been sick for six years with
more successful In restoring hunianistomach trouble. I was always bun-
health than L. T. Cooper. 'Dusing his gig, but did not dare to eat much, as
stay in Chicago, and while he was I had severe pains in my stomach, and
tueeting thousands of people dat.y, alito through ray body. I cc,ulai not
he gave the lolkitwing reason for the sleep at night apd was very restless.
remarkable demand for his medicine I was also very nervous. and would
to a reporbor: • have severe headaches. I was comet-
Mr. 'Cooper said: "hie New Die- pated, and, always felt bloated after
ooviey is successful because it cur- eating.
rects the stomach. My theory is that
rat us is working properly, It net enticed in the newspapers whet son
few (VI be sick If the ailOstive ti,VPar could secure no relief, until one day
"I had tried marry remedlee, but
orally follows that few can be well
with poor digestion. . 
&Nat'l results Cooper's medicines
+were accompEshingl in Chicago. I
"I know tram experience that most., decided to try them. anal shortly after
of the tired,. half-sick people that arp
too common new-a-days have half-seek
stomaeins. Put the stomach in shape
and nature does the rest. The resit
Is general good health. My eaedleine
clot-set-his. That is why fifty thou
people here in Chicago are using It
who sever heard of me until a mentb
ago."
Among the fifty thousand men
tented by Mr. Cooper who used Ms
medicine in Chicago is Mrs. Hilda
Musser, 'living at 1E03 Ainsiee ave-
nue. This is the atatentent she makes
concerning her experience with the
medicine:
commencing the treatment I began
to feel better. I did not have those
severe pains in my stomach, and I
Could sleep at slight; my' appetite irn-
proved, and I van now eat well. I
SM. feeling eke a new Woman.
"I am very thankful to sir. Cooper
ks what his remedies bare done for
me. They have restored meet° good
health, and I would advise ante one
who suffers as I did:to try them." -
We sell the Cooper fereelielnes
They are easily the most oelebrated
Preparations ever introduced in this
touters:, bowing in popularity dell).
—W. W McPherson.
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kin& of hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
W. F. Parton, R. Rudy, P Parycar,
Presideut. Caehier. Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
.lno•rpor•t•El
I
Capital $100,000
Surplus   50,000
Shot kJ:wider' liability . .   100.000
Total security to degpsitora $'.550.000
solicited. We appreciate
accord to all the same
Accounts of larWeldtioda and firma
small a• well as large depositors and
courteous trearractit.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits 
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
Third and Br6adwa‘,
4010•11111111111111111111111111111ft 
S
FOR RENT
Several; de si r a b le offices and
rpoms, on second and third
floor; 'water, light, heat and
janitor service'included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICANORMAN NATIONAL 4U
PRONOUNCED CHARACTER
• of a highly matured whiskey
is indicated by bouquet pro-
duced by age.
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
Nine Summern Old
The governmont stamp will so indi-
cate on every bottle.
, - -
•
•
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For a' Warm
Bath Room
- A bath in a cold room is af.‘
'shivery" operation and is extremely
liable to cause colds. The bathroom
above all should be kept warm.
This is easy and the bath is a
comfort ii you have a
ERFECTION
Oil Water
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
It may he carried from any other room to the bath room, which
it will heat while you are preparing for the bath. Impossible
to turn it too high or too low. The most economicalieater
you can buy—intense heat foe 9 hours with
one filling..
Tht Lami, is the best lamp Le•1-• all-ronnd house-
hold purposes. Gives 3 clear.
steady light. Made of brass throughout and nickel
plated. Equipped with the latest improved central
draft burner. Handsome—simple—satisfactory. Every
lamp guaranteed.
II you cannot get heater or lamp at your dealcia.
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
IIIICOrpOr ate d
As 41teetrical Plant.
A p:ant has been cihPcoVered In Nic-
aragua which appears to be charged
with electricity. if one of its branches
is touched essith the naked hand, a
distinct shock* similar to that pro-
'deiced by a battery Ps felt. Its in-
fluence upon a magnetic needle is no-
ticeable at a distance ot half a doses
yards. and as one 'gets nearer the
plant this Influence inereases. If the
Interline nt Is placed 4,n the center of
the bush is sill assume a circuiar
movement. The intensity of the in-
fluence manifested *seems to depend
upon the time of ASy.—Kansas City
Journal.
lie Modern.
"Yes; Brown is always getting (ho
cart before the horse.:'
"My dear boy, don't be archaic.
Nowadays! we say getting the smell
before the automobile."—Life.
"Witness, did you ever see the
prisoner at the bar?"
"Ohl yes. very- frequently, flat
I* where I got acqualbted with him."
--The Law.
' MERRY cHRISYMAS
and a warm welcome is extended to
elT, and an invitation to know' the
ta:ue and quality (qv our tailored
garments, trom fabrice of worth and
dependability. Their cost ie modeet •
and the satisfaction they afford men
of taste is their own and my bid for
your patronage.
H. M. DALTON,
403 Breadvely
Welk Warren e Merrell, Jewelers.
ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber
'Steam Heating Expert
Repair WorK Solicited.
Both Phones 201 132 B. .Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
OLD RiElp7r
WOULD H.% 'E WORKED HAD
CIJECK BEEN ACCEPTED.
Mr. George Weikel Almost l'ictim.
iard By Antiquated Scale
Receipt.
By the aid of an old scale receipt a
man came near working Contractoi
Weikel • for $25 yesterday. Mr.
Weikel bought a load of corn from a
farmer and ordered it carried tct bit*
barn. Soon after he returned to hitt
office a man Appeared and said 1.4 had
some to collect for his corn. present-
rig a scale receipt. Mr. W9ikei
-tiered him a cheek in payment, but
.he man refused to tekett. He was
old to conie back later and after hir
.ad gone Mr. Weikel discovered that
• lie scale receipt was an old one. The
;wan, who Hold the corn. saled later
.,nd collected the money, and noth.
!lg. more Was heard of the other
farmer."
That Holy Thing.
i'hey all were looking for a king
To' stay their foes and lift them
high:
rime cam'st, tyittle baby thing
That made a woman cry,
) Son of Man, to right my lot
Naught but Thy preaeuce eat. avail:
Vet on theereaki Thy wheela are not,
Nor on the seasThy sail!
My how Or when Thou wilt not heed.
But come down Thine own secret
stair,
flat Thou ma s an answer all my
need—
Yea. every bygone prayer.
--George Macdonald.
Do you think you will ever publish
my poem?" wrote the author to the
editor. And the editor replied:
"What have you done to deserve it?"
—Atlanta Constitution.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guarenteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseasea.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two dome give relief, and on. ion
will cure any ordinary case of Kid-
Oey br bladder trouble. Removes
ravel, sures Diabetai, Seminal
Emleaft•na, Weak aad Lame Back.
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder In both
Men and women. Sold at 60 cents
per box In the no cure no pay basis
fry McPberson's Drug store, Fowls,
snd Broadway, sole agent for Pada-
ob. or sent by nail upon receipt of
pries by Lark Medic-WA Co., Louie-
-gars, 11(1.
IIEN AID WOMEN.
VIM U. Ms afar ••••fte41
lel 0111 idol& 41.01•40•41allmastione.
4Mar•••••4 irritations at akoradasigS. • •itiman. of m  issotbraass.
etwwWww. Painless, sod not 01131111.Walk pg. gloat or pos•onoaa.
::3(21111ATI,111 IIII•Id bp Dra31310101.
C.O.L. or cow In pion wrw.••,
by ex pr...., prn,d. for
Si 00 I 4' 3 h.,,,tle• 112 71.
Circolar 0004 00 ragman.
Protect
Your Home
'By means of an electric porch light
while the burglars are busy at their
work in the city. It will give you a
maximum protection at a minimum
cost.
Help the Salvation Army.
• I •
Keep the pot boiling.
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
Red Checker Men
Float the red checkers from
your checker-board in a bowl
of wafer and you will know
why blood is red. Blood has
millions and 'millions of little
red wheels floating in a clear
fluid. The professor calls them
red corpuscles. Well. I
Scott's Emulsion
makes red corpuscles. These
little red wheels grow in the
btosc marrow. SCOTT'S
EMULSION contains 3 power
which feeds and puts new life
into the bone marrow of pale
people.
All Druggists; 50c. and $1.00.
ADJUSTERS
ALIA)WED JOHN ItElIKOPF
BUGGY Co. lit.N.S00.
Proprietor Estimated Loss at $12,-
000 and He %% ill Order New
StOt-k ru Once.
The to the buggy stock in the
waresh?use of 'the John G. Rehkopf
Buggy company was settled by the
adjuetere yesterday for $5.S6e. Mr.
Rehkopf estimates his lose at about
$12,s'e4l. He will order another
stork as soon as a building eatt be
stem red.
RECTOR AS SALOON CHAMPION.
Declares for Personal Liberty In the
Matter of Use of Intoxicants.
TANK CARS
AID: \in' FITTED WITH HIGH
-111ND GRABS" AND FAULTY.
Illinois Central Railread Declares
Union Line is to Blame for the
l'unditloll.
Oil tank ears of the Unien Tank
lime which are handled in the local
yards are not fitted with high heed
grabs and the interstate commerce
agents, who have been here, have
made coniplalut (to Superntendent
Essen. Illinois Central °Metals here
claim that the blame Is not tan them
].ut is chargeable to the roads (-heed:-
log the cars out. It ies impossible for
.cical.ehc-pmen to put the hand grab"
on here. es they would have to be
riveted tei the tanks. The matter will
be referred to the tank fine officials,
and it may be possible that no more
of their ears will be received by the
Illinois Central ureil the grab's are
fitted to the tanks
Chief Dispatcher Alvey, of the Ful-
ton district of the Illluola Central,
was in the city this morning.
Charles Cole, colored. who for 20
years has flagged the Illinois Central
crossing at Eighth and Harrison
streets beeame seriously ill while on
duty yesterday, and was carried to
the railroad hospital for treatment.
He is little better today.
Thomas Harvey, a colored brake-
man, was shot in the neck yesterday
by Flagman H. C, Davis at St. Elmo,
Tenn. The men were with extra
train No. 684 out of Fulton. Con-
ductor Melton in charge. It Is elettned
that the shooting wee in self-defense.
All the parties to the affair live In
Fulton.
A freight car turned over in the
Fulton yards yesterday and caused
some delay to traffic. The car be-
!ouged to the Ailantic Coast Due and
was compkitely demolished.
Milwaukee, Dec. 1.--Clo1ing the
discussion, oe saloons in St. James'
Episcopal church, the fashionable
ieurch of the West Side, Rev, Frei-
efie- klUwardec a red himself, in
favor of personal libere on the drink
question, sayiug that he himeelf toot
his drink of lititior when he felt •
desire for such.
Alderman John Koerner denied
hat sa:oon' keepers were to blame
tor the- preveleiscoof the liq.uor evil,
and gave several instrowes where he
had traced pusehasee of liquor to de-
psrt mere stores and drug were.; when
saloons had been blamed. He ect red
depart nrent stores. which, he de-
c:ared, sold liqnors to children of all
ages in bottle quantities and often
made cuts on liquors to attract other
bmintes.
l' G. Humphrey. superintendent of
the Anti-Saloon League, said that alt
the saloons in the state would even-
tvially be closed by means of the
Baker law. .
K NtX'KED OUT BY JAPANESE.
REQUIRED TO REPORT
TO TOBACCO ('OITILNE.
Itusinee. of English Steamship Com.
• pany Ruined.
London, Dec. IL—Presiding at th.-
.0,nual meeting of the Peninsula &
`e)ectital Stearn Navigation company.
Sir Thontas 'Sutherland, chairman of
the company had to make the dis-
agreeable confession that the entire
trade of the line between Bombay
and Japan had been tviped out by its
Japanese competitors.
Speaking of the startilnig stedes
made.by Japanese trade in the east,
the chairman Add that it seems to
him "that the soul of a people which
had laid dormant for centuries had
awakened to • a'Anost supernatural
activity" He said that he thought
the Japanese government, to a certain
extent. fairly. was forcing the Jame
nese steamship companies to increase
their Bombay saltines, and the result
was that the Peninsula & Oriental
company had been entirely left out
in the cold.
Corporal Punishment.
Prof. Ogden Chainime Lorimer.
Toledo's veteran educator, is one or
the few remaining schoolmasters
who still cling to corporal punish-
ment.
"I believe in corporal punishment,'
he said setoffs', in a re-cent addreitf.
"I take no stock in moral suaseon.
Good, healthy boys under moral sue-
aion have too free a time of it. They
get cut of hand.
"There is a friend of mine," said
Prof. Lorimer. with a grim smile,
"who le raising a family of six boys
with Ow help of moral suasion. The
mild *Cr. chap argued about the
matter the other night at a club.
'"Aed do yon believe,' said 1, 'that
moral suasion Is better than corporal
puntailm,nt for big, lusty
yours!'
" 'Yes,' said my friend-.
" 'And do you mean to say that
you have never whipped your boys?'
I asked.
" 'As true as I sit here,' my friend
deelarod earnest l. 'I have never
struck one of my children exceaft in
seW-defense,' "--Washington Star.
•'I tftelerstand." said the young
wet. gleefully. "that Greattrrow said
my latest poem had few equals as a
bit of genius." •
"He said even mare," Put In ern-
t:ck.
"You don't say?"
"Yee, he added.: 'And i positively no
inferiors."'—fthiledelphia Press1
1744 Susi Waal.
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POSITIONSSECU"ED0 r  c k
oirp..‘,.1 given. liwked hy 4300 000 00 c:tplt.:LI and 18 :70%;CF.SS
DRAUOHON'S RsiAneCs3TcUeAgeLs
traciarporatalL)
PADUCAH, 312 Roadway, and Evansville and St.
BooSkeepine. Hauktog, Slierthan,i, Penmanship. 'Eelegraphy, etc Indorsedby busiaesit men. Also teaclighy mail. Write, pliritie, or call for catalogue.
30 Colleges in 17 State's.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers anti Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Padueah. Hy.
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY
18 BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAI MANA -Ft
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
INCORPOSA1IO
cx henget. ieisc a es t-;.tot
the hied, and died Inenesis . •
Moran rt.:Tired a teelet in the beet -
The stage was holding the nth:
U) to lettere.
"GreaC*Seott I " tiled na t u r,.
esthete. "De I look and Set Ilk,.
that?"
A closer scrutiny, howe‘er, re‘e.il-
cd' the fact that it was one of those
freak missies that grotesquely dis-
tort things - Trihltne
BAD BLOOD
'! bait trowlil• with lay Anatole which made or
blood woo,. Sj fare was eorerod wit\ p.sliploss
willrl• no eat. r•gi nuo•oy cf. rh.,v• I triad
ran en•--‘1,110 and great as. IS! Jo th••
51.'. • • ••. after • ....•t• • •tr.ip
I ha, glided them alk.aay fin...Ada sad.
Al Vert An Nr.• Yolk *67—Noric. 1)0e. 11.—The fact that
Officers of the American Tobacco com-
pany required the Mengel Box con.-
MHO% of Louisville. Ky., to report the
price at which it amid boxes to the in-
dependent tobacco manufacturers was
brought out today in the govern-
mon!'s action to dissolve the tobacct.
combine. Caleb C. Dula. v:ce-pre.-
dent of the American Tobacco com-
pany, testieed that the combin,
owned stock In the Mengel eompato
Percival L. aleo vice-presileei
of the American Tobacco eompane
testifie& that the combine formerh
owned 75 per cent of the capita
stalk of the Craft. Tobacco company.
of Neff Orleans. but had sold its hold
Inge of stock to Augustus Craft b.
what Mr. Hill declared was a bone
fide sale. This sale. he said, was
made because Mr. Craft. had espoused
the cause of prohibition in New Or•
leans.
Shoots Cowboy Through 'Brain.
Deadwood, S. D., Dec. 11. Ber-
nard Prentice. a cowboy_ is dead and
Dick Moran, a cook, who recently
came to Deadwood from Kaneas Joitv
will probably die as the result of a
duel last night, Two women. Ronny
Fowler and liedle Haskell. narrowly
eicaped being Ashiat. five shots belle,
fired at t eni during the fight. Pren-
tice an ran are raid to have quar-
reled about Miss Fowler and the duel
was the result.----A--dosen glitire were
CITY ORDINANCE
AN _,ORDINANCE PROHIBITING
THE SALE OR t•SE OF TOY PIS-
TOLS, CANNON CRACKERS, Ton
PRDOES AND OTHER HAM EX-
PLOSIVES IN THE CITY OF PADU-
CAH, AND PROVIDING A PENAL-
TY FOR ANY VIOLATION HERE-
OF.
DE IT ORDAINED BY THE GEN-
ERAL COUNCIL OP THE CITY 010
PADUCAH, KIINTUCKY.
Section - 1. That the sale or use
in the city of Paducah, by any per-
son, firm, company or corporation of
toy pistols, designed to use.powder.
denerofte or any other high explosive
or the sale or use in the city of Pa-
ducah of cannon crackers, torpedoes,
or other high explosives, czarist
romalt candies and-sky rockets, Is
protibited; 'provided the Mayor, up-
on application therefor, may, in his
discretIoni, grant permission to shawl:
and exhibitions, to u-se same in the
performance or exhibition. (-entente-
latest, but such permit shall 14 In
writing, signed by the Mayor. and
must state the time and place said
fireworks and extdosives ,t,may b.•
used.
Sec. 2. That it shall be unlawful
for any person to explode, or shoot
any roman candies or sity-rorkets,
on any public street, alley, way or
grounds of the city of Pacrucabi.
Sec. 3. Thai any perpens firm,
company or corporation, violating
this ordinates'. Shall upon conviction
thereof, in an: court of competetrt
Jurisdiction, be fined not less than
$10.04 nor more than 525.00. and
each sale ot use of any of the articles
referred to herein, in violation here-
of, shall cenetitute a 'separate and
distinct pffonse.
Sec. 4, This ordinance shell take
effect and be in force, from and after
its passage, approval and publica-
Ads.-8441 results. tloa.
•
5 est For
The Bowels
Pl••••nt (1, Ind
Uoaraoir•of to ror• or .$,•.ir
Sterling !Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 600
ANNUAL SALE, TEl MULION BOXES
NEW STATE HOTEL
wETRorous, rm.".
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
fewest and best hotel In the cite
Rates r.4.00* 7100 large mow,
ems. Bath rooms. Kloctrie Lights
the only centrally located Hotel b
be city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAOR 00.
Cut Flowers
If you want to send a
particular friend a. particu-
larly nice box of ttmers,
packed in a particularly
nice way, a box with Brun-
son's label win enhance
your reputstion as a flower
buyer.
Riducali Ky;
HENRY MANIVIEN, JR.
R.KMOVED TO THIRD ALND
KENTUCKY.
-.out Binding. Bask WA*.
a nd Library Work • speesalty.
E
buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses
do a getter.'
livery business
he Tully Livery Campany
I I aeoavorateit.
Fourth Si and Kentocky
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER 
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.) .
FOR THE TENNEStKE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Termeesee Rises
Every Wednesday at 4 p. us.
A. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special eactierloo rates from
cab to Waterloo. Fare for the
trip $8.00. leaves Paducah
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
EVANSVILLE. P A DUCA H AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated.)
R. L. McMurtrie
old l'hone 512.
Manufacturer of
Mattresses
hniture Stored and Packed
403 Oaten It
Ors
Pad
round 1 
every
EVANSVILT.E-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily E..cept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe ?calor and John S.
Hopkins. leave Paducah. for E‘ans-
vine and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and wa3
landings at 8 a. m, sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without, meals
ad room. Good music and tattle un-
surpassed. -
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbhugh & Co's Office,
First and Broadway.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
foR "oUCt1113 Inr,ina)%/OLDST,t awe Fr..
AND ALL THROAT AND I.. ilk G TROUBLES. 
GUARANTEED ISATIS P ACTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
.alseoRtnessamieleRMININERAIMMEMBIt
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indiep
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip., good re-
turning for thirty days.
Frankfort, Ey , -Inaugura•
Eon of Gov. "Willson. Round
trio $ ..fAr. Tickets to be sold
Deter: it er 9th and 10th, good
returning until December II)
•
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot
J. T. DONOVAN,
AO City Tisk* Case
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Detot
•
Pim EIGHT
4--
TILE PADUCAH EVENING Si.
"Zrokr•Wkrskr'hntrokrokirratemokrokr•Wraltrakr-qt1
•
GLOVES
- GET THE BEST IT COSTS NO MORE
In near every case a woman is more particular about her
gloves than any.other part of her dress; consequently when gloves
are wanted there are lots of things to be co -tsidred.
First-You want real kid (not imitatio1), Real kid looks
well until they are worn into holes.
Second-You want a perfect fitting glove.
Third-You want a glove tnat has been tested for years. It's
dangerous to experiment on a new brand of gloves.
We are sole agents for the two leading brands of gloves sold
in this and other countries. Let your gifts be a
117•,‘...)
44 I-- 1%. •116.4.
Or
Rost sold
In em•rica.
Perrin 's
EVERY WOMAN KNOWS THEY ARE THE BEST
•••••••••••,
.,•
NOTICE-We will lit after the holiday' all gloves bought of us.
After Saturday we will only jit gloves until 10 o'clock mornings.
.o.V'S•M•ma.o..•••••V*dF•i•••••.• 
vIES
T ir STOIZe
7:42YCSOOD-1.
OPT= PEOPLE
 THE DAYLIGHT STORE--
trfk,..jkeifkeNJZr./2e42e.•/2.e.42e4ke42,...J2,--r2,-."?.d ..J2,•42,sate•itews2,..ki
RIVER NEWS]
Iti•t•r Stagee.
Cairo  12.5 0.2 fall
Chattanooga  4.3 0.6 rise
ancizurati   10.3 0.0 st'd
livanterille  8.3 0.3 rise
Fiorence  2.7 0.2 rise
Johnsonvile 4.6 'el fall
Loulsvile  4.5 0.0 st'd
MAL Carrn-1  8.2 0.5 fail
Nasbville  8.3 0.0 AA
Pittsburg  11.3 4.8 rise
St. Louis  4.5 0.3 fall
Mt Vernon  8.2 0.1 fall
Paducah  7.8 0.5 fall
SU rnaides  1.1 •0.1 fall
Carthage  2;6 0.1 fall
The Chattanooga go: in this morn-
ing with a big tep of lumber and
ties from the Tenneesee.
The IMek Fowler left for Cairo thla
morning on her rekular trip.
The Salt Filo arrived from St. Louis
Meet 'eight and pasreol up die Tepees-
see
The iieryrietta got away" up the
Tennessee. toea v
Tbe .1, ,n from
Dolls
5c to $6.50
We are allowing by far the
greatest line of Dol,s ever
brought to Paducah-dolls (.f all
kinds and at all prices from 50C
toile 50 each
!treated Dolls. Baby Dolls kid
body dolls, French riols, papier
mache jointed dr);:u. 1TH the
Celebrated Kestner
Jointed Dolls
are shown here in all their life-
like beautt. Dolls with eye
lashes-in fact, we have just the
doll you are looking for and at
the price you want to pay.
Special this Week
A $1 50 hip and jointed kid
body doll for *Lon. The heat
value in the city.
-- The
Noah's Ark Store
319 Broadway_
Agtedetteir7-----
,t 11 51.: ,kliVt• ,•1!
I her return trip tonight for Evans-
viTe.
The Kentucky is due in from the
Tennessee river tonight.
The Pavonla went up the Tennes-
see after ties for the Ayer-Lord Tie
company.
'beer stage. 7.8. a fail of 0.5.
The good steamboat Hard Casts,
that was bulk by Capt. Ed C. Postal
for the Memphis and White river
trade thirty-one years ago, is atilt a
good steamboat, and is now making
regular trips in the Mobile and Ala-
bama river trade, and arrived at Mo-
bile last Friday from Alabama river
•vIth a cargo of 21 bales of cotton
and 211,055o staves.
(Mei/0 Fairecasta,
The Ohio from Evansville to
Cairo will continue to fall slowly
during the next three days.
The Tennessee from Florence to
below Johnsonville, and the iillattes-
sippi from below Rt. Louis Of above
Cairo, will not etrange much during
the next hours.
The Wabasti at Mt. Carmel will
probably rise slightly during the
next 36 hours.
NEW CONSTITUTION
WM Be SlilbMilled to Voters of Mich-
igan at an Early Date.
Lansing. Mich., Dee. 12 -The corn
mittee on public service corporations
of/the constitutional convention now
In erasion bore, drafting a revised
state constitution to be submitted to
the voters oe the state, today re-
ported a recommendation that in the
revised constitution all state officers
including mern•trers of the legislature
and judges, will be prohibited from
,aecepting 'from transportation, tele
phone or telegraph companies, any
free pastes, tickets or franks of any
description.
KILLED WIFE AND SELF.
Leaving Two Small Children to Tell
of Tragedy.
Minneapolie, atinn-.. Dec. 12.-
While his two small children slept in
en adjoining twat George Stimeon
"hot his wife to death as sbe lay in
her bed. and then fired a btillet into
his brain.
The tragedy occurred some time
Monday night. but was not deicer;
ca'red until late last night, when the
police Tooke Into the room to die-
cover why the two little children were
standing at the wtndow eryipir.
Crushed His Finger.,
IA'1,11tvA1 Woodward had the first
and little fingers of his left hand
(nether' this morning while at work
for the Leslie Job Printing company,
127 Broadway He caught hie hand
in one of the Job Kenna.. and crushed
tees-hones of t wo--fiesteras lars4,-- L.
'Smith drained the injury.
•
HOTEL ARRIVALS
St. Nicholas--J. M. Beaton, Big
Sandy; Wel Parker. Lexington; B.
Wright, Sanith:and; W. I.. Wright,
Smithlands G. L. Snow, Smith:and;
J. R. Coulter, Lexington; 0. Hodge,
Birdaville; John Lamb, Syrnounla:
H. P. Jones Keenedy, Ill.
Palmer-Edward Morgan, Louis-
ville; Charles Hagen. New York: J.
R. Rose, St. Louis; M. P. Sweet, In-
dianapolis; Prank E. Rudd, New
York; P. C. Spitler, Cincinnati; IV K.
Higgins, St. !Antis; L. 0. Bradford,
Chicago.
Belvedere- A. J. Rannom, Buffalo;
E. C. Edmun,d, Lotilliviile; L. W.
Kiser, Cleve :and. 0; J. W. Martin.
St. 1.01111i: H. E. FItch Evansville
E. P. Fletcher. Cairo; W. B. Ward,
Metropolis: H. Stark, Nashville.
Ricirmond-H, 13. Stevens, May-
field; J. W. Ward, Hickman; Leo
Campbell. Mound City. Ill.; Meson
McHenry, Iliedeville; A. D. Hay, Mire
ray ; Charles W. Armee Metropolis:
Walter Horn, St. limits.
lap Sketches Fort Monroe.
Hampton, Va., Dec. 12.-Joseph
Daly, treasurer of Pboetius, who
owns a house on Phoebus trlyt over
!puking Fort Monroe, this mOrning
caught an unknown Japanese sketch-
ing the fort from the river bank
Daly had noticed the Jap had teen
acting strangely for several days. The
little yellow man carried a double
berreled shotgun and claimed he
was hunting birds.-
Daly's suspicions were aroused be-
cause of the fact that this section is
not frequented by quail. Daly de-
cided to watch his mars and as a re-
snit he this morning Her-covered him
In the act of drawing plans of the
old fortress. Daly reported the fares
to the authoritleir of the fort.
It Is thought the man is here to
procure a plan of Fort Monroe as
well as to observe the ships of the
Atlantic fleet now at anchor in. Flame
ton Roads.
. Retribution.
At the coat of constiderahle trouble,
much red tape and the use of a cer-
tified check. Mr. Hainks had"iiireeett-
ed in drawing $104 in cash from his
bank.
When he had reached his °Are,
however. he made a discovery, and
proceeded to call up the banker by
I telephone.
"Hello. Mr. Means!" he said. "I
have just found that your Casbier
gave me two $10o bills, by miteake
instead of one. They had stuck to-
gether."
"Much obliged. Mr. Hunks," an-
swered the banker, "for calling my
attention ,to if. You will bring it bark
of course!"
"Not by a thundering sityttL„ I'll
erin4-tiotto-a-
bune.
DINNER FUND
STEADILY GROWING AND POT IS
BOILING ON BROADWAY.
Cait. Meaaer Says Many Mendicants
Are Imposters and Rogues and
He is Investigating All Cases.
The Chilstmas 1)ionor f'unti report
today oboes a considerable gun:
Prevtonely acknowledged ... $28.61
Maccabees lodge ..... 5.00
. Plou rnoy Bros.  340
IKettle (10eand 11th)  5.94
Tot al $42.5
The benefit for the fund at the
'olitorlum rink, occurs Monday
!night. Tickets are 10c, on sale at all
drug stores and at Vie rink.
The le vete galore who are dist rib-
u tine the tickets for the baskets are
finding many pathetic cases of suffer-
Many people are too proud to
so, for help. Some would rather
steal than ark for help, preferring
the prison to the poor house. Cap-
tain ,Meeker, of the Salvation Army,
has several hundred warm garments
which Ire has secured through done-
eerie and purchase, which are being
distributed. In every ease the in-
vestigation is thorough.
• "If persons who are appealed to for
food, clothing or money by strangers
would send all applioares to the
oper authorities," Captain Meeker
etys, "many ,would be fond to ;be
professional beggars and petty thieve*
when use charitably inclined people
for easy marks. ...Many of these men-
dicants support families of degener-
ate, by their skillful religious and
sympathy dodges. To aid a stranger
with money is dangerous and leads
to very baneful conditions. In, very
newly cases the rage and dirt are as-
sumed for obtaining synipathy from
soft-hearted citizens.
'There are so. many Intin,tr:onA
4
poor, who through Meknes and bail-
thlpii, have been brought to want that
the ne,ed will be, great this winter for
food, eiothitag and fuel. The Christ-
mas Dinner Fund is not a sympathy
scheme and the committee is deter-
mated to do asray with all biggest'
and Shame tied cheap pretense In the
name of philatittaropy. It will Aw-
aits's a dinner that Wei cure desffend-
ency. On account of their intimate
acqbain cant* with condkion8 in all
ikeetions of the city the Salvation
Army will direct this thinner. Cap-
tain Meeker and his co-worker,* in
the A:•iny uniform are the only aft-
torized so'icitore for th.s fund." •
• Keep the pot boiling!
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
•
Baseball Chiba in afeeting-Approve
Ruling Fining Cleveland.
Chicago, Dec. 12.-The American
League Baseball clubs today approv-
ed President Johnson's ruling in
which he fined the Cleeeland club
0300 for delaying a game, but later
the penalty was revoked.
The league 'approved the tinges-
tion that the world' champion/dee
series be increased to nine gamete
The league constitution was amend
ed sb as to compel more prompt
playing of postponed games.
The proposition to place a club of
the American Association in Chicago
was defeated.
Orders New Alpine Tunnel,
Berne, Switzerland, Dec. 12.--
The state council has lee/toyed plans
for the fremediate construction of a
second Simplon tunnel through the
Alps by the admintetratioe of the
federal railways. The first tunnel
was opened May 19, 19416 It is 12.1/4
miles long, the Swigs terminal being
at Brieg, in the Rhone N alley. and
the Italian at Wile. Its cost Is es-
Omitted at 514,100.1/00.
Prison Warden-We by to give
every Inmate work with which he is
familiar. What's your trade
New Prisdner-"I'm a professional
pedestrian."
EXPLAINING IT.
1s,
.1/
Mr. Ryd•r: "Mimi Walk•r, I want to •pologia• to you for nearly running
pver you in my automobile yesterday, but I am so shortsighted that I many
kanit-ite.cogn!ze you at first"
ALMOST DRY
MASSACHUSET'lli HAS ONE TOWN
WITHOUT ANY RECORD.
'
Prohibition in la Cities and
Towns-facease in titi
Others,
Boston, Dec. .12.-Ab but one of
the 354 cities and towns of the state
have gone on record on the question
of Kquor keener and tabulations
made today show a no license major-
ity in lesurtschusetts of over 13,000..
The state went toe no license last
year by about 1,g04), majority for the
first time since 1898. The majority
this year is the largest its the Watery
of the Mate. •
lecense he this year's elections is
now favored in 14 cities andi 72
towns, while prohibition prevails in
18 cities and 249 towns.
North Adams, the only city which
has not voted th4s year but which
will do so next Tuesday, last year
favored license by 400 majority.
Want Tariff Removed.
richita, Kan., Dec. 12.-The Im-
plement and Hardware Dealers' as-
sosiatton of Southwest Kansas and
(Alehouse Is in annual session -here
With a good attendance. Much dis-
satisfaction is expressed by the
dealers rer•tbe high prices asked
by the manufacturers and whole-
salers and It Is probable the meetine
will frame a petition to congress
asking that all materials used in the
manufacture of wagons., farm ma.
ehinery, etc., be placed on the free
list
t•C(R'N'TY CHAIRMAN" IS
POPULAR PRICE LEADER.
"No better popular price show we.:
be seen in Paducah, this season than
"The County Chairman.," said Man-
ager George Gpodnien, of The Ken-
tucky, ibis morning.- "I saw it is
Memphis and the company is high
clads throughout. William Chatterton
plays Heckler excellently and Clint
Gssford as eauwafras ar f am
pleased to recommeud tonight's per-
formance to our patrons."
Girl Sues bong-Time Wooer,
Dee Moines, la., Dec. 12.-A 17-
year courtship le being aired In the,
breach of promise case wbleb Mee
Winifred McKencie, a eebool teach.
of Hampton, la!, has bremglit agwir
J. B. Ora', a Des Moines capluile
In June, 1906, Gray married ?di,
Marie looeice, Dee Moiot‘s, and, a,
cording to Miss MeKeesie't stateme
on the stand, continued to write ;
her for six months following.
"Ile treated the and. I treated hi!,
as people who love each other would. '
said Miss MeKenele. , "When he carte.;
to our house he always kiseed be
end called me 'dear' and said I b.
longed, to him."
Gray admits paying her attenter
for 17 years, but says he tokl her
the start that he, had no thought f
marriage.
She-- Do ) ou th'nk women as a
rule are lick Ye-winded ? He- N,
necessarily. I have notkei that
when a woman rem-tee a certain age
a ted -
F
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12.
ESCAPED sossom CHAIN tiANG
BROUGHT IN BY OFFICER.
Frank Campbell, colored, who re-
cently escaped from the chain gang,
was arrested in Mechanicsburg Ire-
terday afternoon by Officer Singory
and returteol to the city jail to aerie
out his line..
His Enemies.
In speaking of the pagan atroci-
ties which have for centuries back
been perpetrated In the name of
()brig, Bishop Joseph F. Berry told
this story:
"It is said,' 'be began, "that when
the great Spanish Marshal Narvaez
lay dying, the confessor asked him if
he had any enemies:
-No,' ehispered the Marshal; 'I
Mire none.'
"But the priest, reflecting on the
stormy life of the dying man, re-
peated:
"'Think, sir; have you no ene-
mies? None whatever?'
"'No,' said the Marshal, 'none.'
"And he 'added teanquilly:
"'I have shot them all.' "-The
Circle Magazine,
•
"Teak Is theap," saki the man who
sneers.
"It is at the outset when you are
giving away samples," answered Sete
aloe Sorghum. "But in the course of
time you can command a pretty good
price for kicture tickets."-Washing-
ton Star.
WHEN
You Want bAny
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE -
lun-JotRooms
Pine 35B -R
Does all kinds of printing
o<I
.We have the men who kpow
how to do your work fast as
it should be done, and we
make an,effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time 3 oo need any print-
ing-probably we can save
yon some money. We know
we can give you satigfacrorv
work, and givs rt to you
promptly.
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For Friday to make things doubly interesting for that
day during our Pre-Inventory Sale now on, we are going to
make a clean sweep of the many remnants now accumulated.
Remnants of all lengths, Waists, Skirts and shorter ends
of every material in our stock, now marked at extremely
low prices, to go
firidaq at 1=3 tiff
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